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INTRODUCTION 
  
We have before us an alchemical book, a magic text… a digest of Rituals and Esoteric Keys that opens 

us the doors to a better world… specially in times when Humanity is living parameters of change, when 

an artificial world has been created that wants to make us feel plentiful, but that leads us to an abyss of 

lack of understanding, and that is why people search… they search for something that they can’t or don’t 

know how to find because it’s in the interior of each one of us… the acceptance of that TRUTH we have 

longed for so much, looked for, sold at a high price, but in the end so simple, so easy… that we think it 

impossible… 
  
This book doesn’t work as a magical cure or a miracle, but as a fantastic and complete TOOL that can 

give us solutions, contribute to a new position and opening of the mind and spirit, and provide us with 

the possibility to see an actual Path of Life that will let us work MIRACLES in ourselves and others… 
  
It’s a book to work with, to work a lot… beginning with the job of accepting and trusting OURSELVES, as 

we must understand that any Ritual, any magic-chemical action must be done with the correct 

predisposition and open mind, accepting an intangible and untouchable reality that, nevertheless, is 

much more real than the daily life that surrounds us… 
  
A job of Understanding… the world of energies that is a reality for those that open the Doors of their 

Inner Self… the energies, as we begin to know them, understand them and grasp them in ourselves, 

become more tangible, their messages reach us higher and make us realize the infinite possibility we 

have in our own SELF, a knowledge that we didn’t think could be in us but that becomes real and tangible 

as we start to discover and augment it… from there on, our confidence expands, our Faith grows and we 

transform ourselves into makers of realities, desires and small daily miracles that open for us the 

possibility to improve our world and our environment… 
  
We understand that we can do small miracles and great deeds from there on, and our life starts to 

change, our mind, our soul, our heart heals, gets better, becomes so enormous that it resembles an 

athanor were, more and more, the Rituals find their place and their Effect… their reality… and it’s there, 

without being aware of it, where we see that MAGIC exists, reality becomes magic and our life is LIFE… 
  
Little by little, we realize that a book is magical not only by the results we have evoked through its pages 

and its use, but because those perceived changes open our minds to other questions, and when we ask 

ourselves, we start to search for answers, and from there on, we start walking a PATH of SEEKERS, we 

transform ourselves into WALKERS, we become INITIATES searching for our Spirituality, for our true 

soul, for our SELF nearer to God… we start to be MAGICIANS… 
  
This is a reference book, a manual, a book for creating… a book of MAGIC, a very special Grimoire, 

because after practicing and seeing the results of the Rituals we find in it, we want to do more, create 

more, improve our world more and the world of our loved ones… it’s a book, as I have said before, to 

WORK A LOT, as it opens the Doors of Our Search… from there on, we will see we can find new life 

guidelines with Love, Liberty and Understanding… we will be HAPPIER and BE more complete, we will 

want to share, to disseminate and be more united to our loved ones, our closest friends, and little by 

little, our soul will become holistic, wishing that our circle enlarges to be able lo encompass the Great 

Circle of all Humanity… 
  
A short and great book that can change your way of understanding Life… definitely, a possible path to 

the happiness we are looking for, in a time the whole world is living in its darkest Shadows… a Book of 

Light… Let’s OPEN the Doors then and let’s go in, and above all, let’s ENJOY IT! 
  
Sabrina Shauer Fiorini 



  
  
  
What is an “Angel”? 
  
Term that comes from the Greek angelos, that means “messenger”. Angels are entities that are 

unconceivable for human logic in its current state of development, and that can physically manifest 

adopting multiple forms. 
  
When they appeared in the East of the Iberian Peninsula to dictate the A.D.A.M.A. Diary and the Book of 

the 2000 pages, they said they were “intelligent energies” and called themselves Virtues of the Only 

God. They asserted that the meaning of their names (in Hebrew, Coptic, Ethiopian, Arabic, Latin…) 

defined their virtue or characteristic “energy” (the work they do), making us understand by this that 

each angel would be something like a ray of a specific colour that makes up the White Light of the Sun 

that illuminates the world. They also said they could be “managed” by “intelligences superior to them,” 

as are, curiously, human beings, because humans can accumulate in their own interior many of these 

Virtues. 
 

This suggests a different notion of God: the Being that “contains” all “energies,” or that is in one way or 

another “controlling” them. 
  
But… what can we really understand about WHAT IS AN ANGEL? 
  
At a human level, and with so many wrong parameters nowadays, we look for “something else” that 

could help us rediscover our true SELF, and as such, relocate us in a world of which we form part but 

that we sometimes don’t understand and that doesn’t make us happy either. It’s in such a moment when 

we can understand the true meaning of Angels: they are “bridges” that help us communicate with our 

interior God, that help us to forge a bridge of union between HIM and US, helping us in such a way to 

understand the environment in which we live, to work and transform ourselves with the “weapons” they 

afford us to be able to awaken that interior God that helps us to change our own world, and in this sense, 

the WORLD. 
  
Thanks to Angels we recover the “magic” (the Effect) we had lost in our mind, in our body, in the totality 

of ourselves, and it’s in that moment when the Rituals have FORM, BACKGROUND and UNDERSTANDING. 

When we practice them and see that they WORK, we awake a Faith that we thought was asleep, the 

anxiety and illusion to “CREATE” a better world for us and our environment… let’s remember that all of 

us are SEEKERS of our TRUTH… and the truth of this world is that we must and can learn to be happy, 

complete, GENUINE. 
  
For this purpose, this book, a manual of the Legions of the 4 Guardian Angels, provides us valuable 

information, because by uniting the mantrams, scents, essences, colours and features through a Ritual-

Pattern, we can awaken multiple Energies that will help us improve both our Equilibrium, our actions, 

health and thoughts, and those of the people we want to help in good Faith. 
  
MAGIC exists, and it’s a terrestrial manifestation of our communication with the God that can be found 

in our interior… let’s be CONSCIOUS then of what we can create with the Power of our IMAGINATION, 

our WILL, our FAITH and SILENCE, united by some simple guidelines that take to “miraculous” results… 

because… isn’t GOD a miracle in us? 
  
  
GUARDIAN ANGELS: 
  
Also called the FOUR GUARDIANS, named: Michael, Gabriel, Raphael and Uriel, and that are the keepers 

of every awaken or sleeping human. They grant human beings their Equilibrium, the accomplishment of 

their Commitments, their Spiritual and Physical Healing, and Illumination, respectively. They are 

emanations of the High Angel Anael, whose Love constitutes them.  
  
  
GUARDIAN ANGEL MICHAEL: 
  
The name of this outstanding and well known angelic energy is translated from Hebrew as “Who is like 

God?” He is the tutelary or Guardian Angel whose luminous representation is located in the East and 

symbolizes the Air element (life, the animic breath). 



 

In iconographical terms, he has always been represented subjugating the apocalyptic Dragon (symbol 

of low instincts) with a sword (power) or a spear (wisdom), with a scale (Equilibrium) in his hand and 

also with a shield (luminous Protection over matter). 
  
The name of this messenger in Arabic is MIKAIL, and MIJAIL in Russian. As Guardian Angel the gem that 

corresponds to him is Lapis Lazuli and his perfume would be the rose (symbol of silence and secrets). 

He is also the Angel of Sundays whose energy vibrates related with diamonds. Michael’s white light brings 

Serenity to the walker, but his opposed black light of Satan (as Shadow of weeks) brings fury and 

dishonour. (As Guardian Angel, his Shadow is Lucifer.) 
  
According to the published part of the Book of the 2000 pages, his name is the same one of the fifth 

palace. 
  
Michael is also one of the 72 energies of the Wisdom of Methatron, and mental regent of those born on 

July 16th, September 29th, December 10th, February 18th and May 2nd. He is the Angel of UNIVERSAL 

EQUILIBRIUM, from which depart hundreds of nuances called his servants, and such is his divine virtue 

that he is under the auspices or regency, as we have seen, of Anael (Guardian Angels), Samahel (Angels 

of Weeks), and Methatron (energies of Wisdom).  
  
  
GUARDIAN ANGEL GABRIEL: 
  
One of the four Guardian or tutelary Angels of the Initiate whose luminous representation is located in 

the North and that symbolizes the earth element (matter). His name in Hebrew means “Brave One of 

God” or “Braveness of God,” being the Angel of agreements and commitments. According to the Koran 

it was this angel that appeared to Mohammed, and his name usually appears in all the announcements 

of virginal and late motherhoods. As Guardian Angel the gem that corresponds to him is Onyx and his 

perfume would be the Jasmine (symbol of purity). 
  
Gabriel is also one of the Angels of Weeks, from the legions of Samahel in this case, and he rules over 

Mondays. In this sense, the gem that vibrates with his energy are Pearls, and his white light brings the 

Initiate, of course, purity, while the lack of his light would attract the black light of Belial, that means 

lust, a blinkered attitude and spiritual falseness. 
  
Gabriel is also one of the Angels of Months that are ruled by Laopusem. In this case, Gabriel is the Angel 

of January and his colour is brown or black, his gem is Opal or Smokey Quartz, and his perfume is the 

white lily (symbol of virginity). 
 

According to the Book of the 2000 pages and the Apocalypse of Saint John, this Angel “dresses in 

crisoprase.” The name of this virtue in Arabic is Jibrail. He is the Angel of Commitments.  
  
  
GUARDIAN ANGEL RAPHAEL: 
  
One of the tutelary or Guardian Angels of the Initiate whose luminous representation is located in the 

West and that symbolizes the water element (emotions). His name in Hebrew means “Healing by God” 

or “Medicine of God,” in fact, he appears in Tobias’s story as the healer of his father’s blindness, and one 

can find in the book called Sidur Hamercaz that his name is to be repeated next to the sick person to 

heal him from his diseases. 
  
As a Guardian Angel the gem that corresponds to him is Malachite and his perfume is the Violet flower 

(symbol of pain). 
  
Raphael is also one of the Angels of Weeks, of the prophetic legions of Samahel, governing Wednesday; 

in this sense, the gem that vibrates with his energy is Sapphire, and his white light brings activity to the 

Walker, while the lack of his light attracts the black light of Leviathan, which brings laziness and the 

abandonment of commitments. 
  
According to old traditions, Angel Raphael would appear in the world and this would be a sign that a 

change of human behaviour, mentality and consciousness was near. His name in Arabic is Raftmail. 
  
  



GUARDIAN ANGEL URIEL: 
  
One of the tutelary or Guardian Angels of the Initiates whose luminous representation is located in the 

South and that symbolizes the fire element (irradiation). His name is also written as Auriel and in Hebrew 

it means “Light of God,” “Fire of God,” or “Light of the Lord.” In Ethiopian he is known as Oureel and 

appears with this name in the Apocryphal Apocalypse of Esdras. This Angel is essential in one of the 

Books of the cycle of Enoch, and was one of the most important together with Michael, Gabriel and 

Raphael until the Christian Church deleted him from the calendar of saint’s days and declared him an 

“Apocryphal Angel.” As a Guardian Angel the gem that corresponds to him is red jasper and his perfume 

would be musk (symbol of the divine presence). 
  
But Uriel is also one of the so called Angels of Months governed by Laopusem. In this case, Uriel is the 

Angel of September and the colour that corresponds to him is light blue, his gem is agate and his perfume 

is the iris (symbol of resurrection). 
  
According to Chapter IV of the Book of Samahel this Angel “dresses in carnelian” and appears this way 

in the Apocalypse of Saint John. Uriel is the Angel of IRRADIATION.  
  
  
What is a “RITUAL”? 
  
It’s the way to use and manage the symbol as efficiently as possible. The aim is to create an 

“atmosphere” or “climax” into which it would be easier for us to “awaken or remember our divine origin.” 

Once achieved this mental condition, the Walker tries to establish communication with the deepness of 

his own Self, to search for the other shore where the awaken Self is found. With the ritual we learn to 

“play,” to manage things and events in favour of the Universal Light to illuminate our own darkness. 
  
  
What can be understood as “Operative Mystic”? 
  
Mystic, of MYSTHOS in Greek, “he who keeps silent,” and of OPERA, “Do, Build, Act.” 
  
The main job of the Operative Mystic is to put into practice by means of ritualism what Sacred Mystic 

“discloses” to him. 
  
The Operative Mystics must achieve that everyone feels a real “dominator” (not dominated by) of himself 

and of natural Energies. 
  
Its symbol is a silver glass upside up, and through History it has been called “Magic.” 
  
  
Conditions to assure success in attracting these Angelic Energies 
  
Before we begin with any Operative Mystic Ritual, we must observe which conditions are practical for us, 

and we say “practical” because under no circumstances should be alter our daily way of life or attract 

too much attention with Operative Mystic. 
  
Everything will work much better when we keep it a secret from others, so we should apply the following 

suggestions only if they don’t make us behave strangely in front of others. 
  

1.     We must refrain from any sexual intercourse 12 hours before starting any Operative Mystic 

Ritual. 
  
2.     We must fast 6 hours before these mystic practices, although we can drink a glass of fruit juice 

if necessary. (We can break this rule if due to a medical prescription it’s unadvisable for us to 

fast during hours or it could be unhealthy for us.) It’s unadvisable to take any drinks that contain 

stimulants, caffeine, or theine. 
  

3.     We must remain totally awake 12 hours before these practices. Don’t take a nap! 
  

4.     We shouldn’t talk to anybody for two hours before we put the ritual into practice. We should 

take into account that if a great number of interruptions, delays or difficulties happen before the 

mystic ceremonies, we are clearly being communicated the “message” that it would be better if 



we tried on another occasion, perhaps later or another day: or maybe that we shouldn’t do them 

at all. 
  

5.     One hour after your two hours of silence (one hour before starting the ritual), you should take 

a bath, shower or wash completely with the purpose of “cleaning” yourself of energies that are 

contrary to the purpose of the ceremony, and you should rub on your wrists a small quantity 

of Oil of the 4 Angelic Guardians. 
  

6.     After that, we should take off any jewels, rings, ear-rings, bracelets, etc., and put on some 

comfortable and appropriate clothes that we will always use for this purpose, of the predominant 

colour that is assigned to the four Legions of the Guardian Angels, that are: 
  

·         Invocation of the Legions of Angel Michael:       Blue and all its ranges 
·         Invocation of the Legions of Angel Gabriel:        Brown or ochre 
·         Invocation of the Legions of Angel Raphael:      Green and all its ranges 
·         Invocation of the Legions of Angel Uriel:           Yellow, orange or red 

  
7.     Now let’s prepare a place to bring to life the Mystic rituals of the Legions of the four Guardian 

Angels. 
  
  
Preparing the place where we will bring into effect the Communion with the Angelic Legions 

of the 4 Mystic Guardians 
  
We must take into account very seriously what in Operative Mystic is called the Pyramid of Effect and its 

vertex: 
  
This deals with a symbolic Pyramid with a base supported by four powers or pillars, known as the four 

Rivers of Eden or Rivers of the Being. These are: Faith, Creative Imagination, Constructive Will and 

the Secret. 
  
The perfect harmony of these elements is what makes it possible to create, in the upper vertex of the 

pyramid where the four elements converge, the so called “Form” or “Energetic Creation.” 
  
The four Rivers must flow without stagnation until the targets are accomplished. 
  
  
Faith in our purposes, from their beginning in our Imagination to their achievement, is the energy that 

assures our results. 
  
We must visualize every project, both on material and spiritual grounds, with utmost clarity, with all the 

possible details, designing a perfect mental scheme, just as an architect would do before starting a 

building. 
  
But imagining things isn’t enough, the issue is to know when to do them when the time is right, without 

forgetting that laziness and negligence are the worst enemies to achieve a project. In this sense, 

discipline or will must be our allied. Not a discipline that imposes obligations but a discipline that gives 

us the habit to work freely, without mixing up what we have to do because it’s an obligation and what 

we “want” to do. 
  
And of course, all this must be protected till the end by the energy of the Secret, without ever disclosing 

to anyone a hint of what is being bred. 
  
Any leak in one of the “Rivers” will simply produce that the “Form” doesn’t become a reality and that the 

“Effect” isn’t produced. 
  
The so called “Form” is an energy that is alive and intelligent and that will not stop, if it’s well nurtured, 

until the “Effect” becomes a tangible reality. 
  
Once this has been understood and assimilated we must also take into account which Energy is located 

in each cardinal point, as we must “trap” them into our interior and gradually behave like them: 
  



The East is ruled by Angel Michael (Equilibrium), the North by Angel Gabriel (Commitments), the West 

by Angel Raphael (spiritual and physical Healing), and the South is represented by Angel Uriel (Luminous 

Irradiation). 
  
Before doing any operation we must behave, observe and act in such a way that we group these four 

Angelic Energies, as can be seen in the following explanatory figure: 
  
  

    MICHAEL 
Equilibrium 

East 
  

  

    

    
  
  
  
  
  

GABRIEL 
Commitments 

North 

 

  
  
  
  
  
  

URIEL 
Luminosity 

South 

  

      
RAPHAEL 

Healing 
West  

    

  
  
In other words, we must act in thought, speech and deed according to this decalogue: 
  
     I.    Balancedly Committed 
    II.    Balancedly Healthy 
  III.    Balancedly Luminous 
   IV.    Committedly Healthy 
    V.    Committedly Luminous 
   VI.    Committedly Balanced 
 VII.    Healthily Luminous 
VIII.    Healthily Balanced 
   IX.    Healthily Committed 
    X.    Luminously Balanced 
   XI.    Luminously Committed 
 XII.    Luminously Healthy 
  
Once achieved this, we will choose the place where we will do the ritual for the communion with the 

Legions of the 4 Guardian Angels, that can be in our home or outdoors where nobody will bother or 

interrupt us. Also, on the most adequate day that is included in part of the information about the Legions. 

If any doubt arises, we will refer to this table: 
  

 For the Legions of Angel Michael, on Sunday or Thursday. 
 For the Legions of Angel Gabriel, on Saturday or Tuesday. 
 For the Legions of Angel Raphael, on Wednesday or Friday. 
 For the Legions of Angel Uriel, on Sunday or Monday. 

  
  
And so, we will follow these easy steps: 



  
1.     We will clean the place sprinkling Rose Water while we speak aloud asking the Mystic Energies 

(saying the words that sprout from our heart) to take away from the place all the discordant 

energies. Afterwards we will recite Angel Biriel’s Prayer, that is as follows: 
  
  

“Let me Understand, I beg you, 

all the mysteries that are written in the sea, air, earth and fire. 

That the veils that hide them fall just by pronouncing the sacred name of Biriel 

who Knows the signs of  the Books, the stars, the Mystics  

and the secrets that are locked with the keys of the celestial luminaries. 

Angel of the Imperceptible sounds, before you I appear, 
not as a layman, but as an Initiate 

who desires because of his Imagination, Will, Faith and Silence, 

to decipher what is hidden in the parable, the fable, the myth 
and the esoteric and cryptic narrations. 

Make me See with my mind! 
Make me touch what is Safeguarded! 

Make me Know what isn’t written down! 

In my name that keeps my own Essence, 

I promise you I will keep zealously silent about the Mysteries I discern, 

both of the Earth and of the Afterlife in Heaven. 

I promise you! 

Amen. Amen. Amen.” 
  
  

2.     With the help of a small table or a similar object, we will build a small altar facing towards the 

East covered with a white cloth. On the Altar we will place the symbols of the four elements in 

the way shown below: 
  
  
  

  
    

E 
Censer 

      

  

    

  

      

  
N 

Bowl for 

the 
gems 

 

  

 

S 
Candle-

stick with 

its 

luminary 

  

  

    

 

      

  
    

W 
Glass with rose 

water 
      

  
  

3.     After that we will pronounce  the Prayer of the Guardian Angel that should correspond to the 

Legion we are going to convene: 
  

·         
 

 

 

 

 



 Prayer of Michael: 
  

“The spear I have up above in my right hand, 
to fight the evil that God wants to balance. 

The scale of good and evil I hold 
and my left hand is the needle of the latter that levels the antagonisms. 

My name challenges whom desires to compare himself with God, 

my name challenges evil that with its darkness desires to advance towards Light 
without knowing that this could not be. 

I am the name that together with the Trinity locks up in the centre of the circle  

of the magic and sacred operations. 

I have taken the jewels of good and evil, not for me, 

but for God My Lord and My Creator  

and I have also taken them for you and due to you. 

Oh My Lord! 

that my Spirit guides every celestial and living being towards the equilibrium of the Universe 

whose Centre is You and whose periphery You are also. 

Me, illuminated by the Sun, feared by evil; 

make me a continuous shield against evil and mistakes, 

that my cloak covers all the worlds  

that rotate without ceasing or stopping in the name of God that is Triune. 

That my words, that are words of every living creature, be fulfilled. 

Be it that way on Earth and where it’s located, 

(+) that the Sun gives light to all of you. 

So be it.” 
  
  

·         Prayer of Gabriel: 
  

“The white flower of my right hand I give you, God the Lord, 

that is the symbol of the purity with which you created me. 

Look at this flower the same way I observe the souls that do and accept  

what since the beginning of time You entrusted them with. 

Make me the carrier of the best news that will make the human spirit happy, 

make me the carrier of the beautiful words to comfort the aching souls 

due to oppression, unbalance and lack of light. 

I am the carrier of the inkwell of Light that contains the essence of the divinity  

that marks those that by their works bless with their actions  

the energy of the Universe that is the Everything of the Creator my supreme Lord. 

That God My Lord grants you to be marked by my hand  

in the day that the Virtues come to your world, the Earth. 

So be it. 

My book is the Word, the Deeds and the Essence of the Divinity, One Supreme. 

So be it.” 
  
  

·         Prayer of Raphael: 
  

“I have up above a portion of Living Water  

for the pilgrim that wants to quench his thirst for Justice, his thirst for Learning and his thirst for Love. 

I have in my hands the symbol of the new that frightens off the old. 

My bare feet, Lord God, 
have walked on the paths of the worlds that without stopping rotate, 

to supply matter with Health  

that You grant to those that ask you for it with faith. 

Look with your impenetrable eyes of Love at the hearts of those that I have seen that suffer. 

If the bile of my fish heals the hurting, 
it’s justice that bitterness be the medicine that calms them so much pain. 

I am here standing before the Beauty of what You have created with your explosion of Light. 

I am here with the symbols of the Water of Life and the medicine for Death. 

I have seen the children sad, the men distressed and the elderly helpless. 

I tear out of their hearts the groans and with the bile I soak Your sweet lips.  



Pronounce one only word and take us before Your Dwelling, One, Genuine and Universal. 

Stir up this and other worlds, so united, 
we can heal the spirits of those that exist here. 

Love me, because I Love you and due to this Love I was created here, to comfort those who with faith  

ask me for health for their body and spirit (+). 

That my blessing heals all of you that don’t want to be ill. 

That God My and Your Lord grants you the happiness of dying healthy. 

So be it.” 
  
  

·         Prayer of Uriel: 
  

“With my right hand I hold the torch of light that emanates from the spark of God, 

get near and observe in the hearts of those of you that are similar, 

the embers of God my Supreme Lord. 

I don’t have a sword because I am clarity and speech, 

I don’t need it, because the light I am and contemplate drives away all darkness. 

I speak on behalf of who exploded me in thousands of intellections  

and who breathing, these intellections, return to be Him. 

I illuminate those who do not fear getting burned in understanding and wisdom. 

I illuminate those that go through the threshold of matter 
and lean out, as lightning, to the summit of the Sun. 

Be blessed those of you that are vassals of this clarity, 

and being this, are useful as examples of humbleness. 

My banner discloses the resurrection of the souls in the Unity with the Pure Spirit. 

Pray with me and next to me the new prayer that says: 

“Come to my Perfect Spirit and ignite me with Your love. 

Come to my Perfect Spirit  

and make me be the most humble of mortals.” 

Listen to me Creator Father and grant mortals the Divine Lighthouse I represent, 

that they transmute their bodies in Energy 
and that what is perishable be burned in the heat of Your immense Love. 

I eagerly want to be You, when no other being exists that must be illuminated. 

I eagerly desire to possess you and be One With You and my fellow Virtues  

when the faces of matter, at last, have been blinded by your infinite brightness (+). 

Be blessed by the Love of the Spirit, humans. 

So be it.” 
  
  

4.     We light the liturgical charcoal to be able to burn the incense and after that we pour the perfume 

over the incense pronouncing devoutly: 
  

“Sacred perfume of the Adonai that is the effort 
of Holiness, as Holy scent for the Lord. 

Deliver me from wickedness when hearing this verse, 
and that if falls on its knees exorcised by the scent. 

Throw out from here the impious spirits with disdain. 
In the Name of the Adonai, my Only Lord. Amen.” 

  
If the information included about the Angelic Legion doesn’t state the perfume that awakes it in our 

interior, we will burn the following according to the Guardian Angel they belong to: 
  

·         If he is of the Legions of MICHAEL:        ROSE incense. 
·         If he is of the Legions of GABRIEL:        JASMINE incense. 
·         If he is of the Legions of RAPHAEL:        VIOLETS incense. 
·         If he is of the Legions of URIEL: MUSK incense. 
  

  
5.     Now we will put in the bowl for the gems the one that corresponds to the particular Energy. If 

the information isn’t included, we will put those that belong to the Guardian Angel that governs 

the Legion, as follows: 

 
  



·         From the Legions of MICHAEL:              Lapis Lazuli. 
·         From the Legions of GABRIEL:               Onyx. 
·         From the Legions of RAPHAEL:              Malachite. 
·         From the Legions of URIEL:                   Red Jasper or Tourmaline. 

  
We will put our hands over the bowl with the corresponding gems and pronounce: 
  

“Pure mineral of the Sacred Angel, 
grant me the Mystic Virtue I call on 
as quickly as possible and gladly, 

making me a keeper of the ritual I cause.” 
  

  
6.     We will now bless the small quantity of rose water we have poured in the glass that is located 

to the West of our altar in the following way: 
  

“Limpid water, shining liquid, 
Flower of Silence, seal my lips, 

grant me your Virtue in this instant 
granting me events and Wise powers.” 

  
And now we sprinkle a little quantity on the Altar with the help of a thin small olive or rosemary branch 

soaked in this rose water. 
  

7.     Finally, we light the candle that corresponds to the Angel we want to “Awake” in our interior. If 

we don’t know the colour of the candle, we can refer to the following table according to the 

Legions that belong to each Guardian Angel. 
  

·         If he is of the Legions of MICHAEL, the candle should be BLUE. 
·         If he is of the Legions of GABRIEL, the candle should be BROWN. 
·         If he is of the Legions of RAPHAEL, the candle should be GREEN. 
·         If he is of the Legions of URIEL, the candle should be YELLOW. 

  
When lighting the wick of the candle, we must pronounce: 
  

“By the Holy Name that I now pronounce, 
by the heavenly bodies that always rotate, 

by the Sacred Words that I announce today, 
and by the Dominating Entities and Signs that Breathe; 

I bring you to life, Holy flame that is of Goodness 
whose light remains even when extinguished. For ever. Amen.” 

  
  

8.     Now we should meditate, in a comfortable position before the Altar and with our eyes closed, 

facing the East, about the Angelic Energy we want to trap and “Awake” in our interior, and so 

impregnating us with it. Afterwards, and with the palms of our hands facing towards the symbols 

of the four Elements, we will repeat the name of the Legion as a mantram during at least five 

minutes, paying attention to its pronunciation and the vibration it produces until it “surrounds” 

us. 
  

9.     We will open our eyes and hit lightly three times the Altar with our knuckles, as if we were 

knocking at a door. We will pronounce: 
  

“I call on you in me… (name)… Listen! 
Open my mind and penetrate inside my heart; 
I need your Virtue and your Power, Help me! 

Join the Path between my spirit and my reason.” 
  

And now we will ask for what we need or say the reasons of the ritual aloud, as if we were talking with 

our best friend, sincerely, with complicity and calmly, spending all the time we think convenient. 

 

 
  



10.  Finally, we will say goodbye with the following words: 
  

“Be thanked… (name)… I Love you in Me. 
Fragrance, gem, liquid and flame have brought you here 

and you have vibrated and been nested in my soul at last; 
I thank your Guardian that with me has convened the Pact.” 

  
We will kiss the Altar, extinguish the flame of the candle without blowing, and extinguish the burning 

incense with the rose water of the glass, and will take the gem with us during at least three consecutive 

days. 
  

AMEN 
  
  

FORMULAS 
  
1.            Of the incenses of the LEGIONS of the 4 GUARDIAN ANGELS (if no other are specified in 

the comment or information about each angel). 
  
Mix in a sealable glass container 100 grams of olibanum in small drops together with 10 millilitres of the 

essence indicated. Keep it in a dark place during 26 days, turning it upside down several times every 

day so the essence gets impregnated correctly with the olibanum. After 26 days we can make use of it. 
  
  
2.              Of ROSE WATER 
  
You must choose about twenty roses two hours after sunrise. Then you separate the petals one by one, 

discarding the withered petals, and you let them dry in the Sun during two days. You chop them up 

slightly in a mortar, storing them together with the liquid that appears after chopping them, in a dark 

glass bottle with a (threaded) totally sealable bottle top. You should add 0.125 litres of 90º ethyl alcohol, 

then close the bottle correctly and let it settle during six weeks in a dark and fresh place. 
Once this time has elapsed, you must clarify the essence obtained, making it pass through a paper filter 

or a linen cloth, and add 0.25 litres of distilled water. Ethyl alcohol and distilled water can be bought in 

pharmacies. 
  
  
3.              Of the OIL OF THE 4 ANGELIC GUARDIANS 
  
Mix in a smoked glass container 30 millilitres of sweet almond oil with 15 drops of olive oil and 5 drops 

of the essence with reference to the following table: 
  

·         For the Legions of MICHAEL, ROSE essence. 
·         For the Legions of GABRIEL, JASMINE essence. 
·         For the Legions of RAPHAEL, VIOLETS essence. 
·         For the Legions of URIEL, MUSK essence. 

  
  
LEGIONS OF ANGEL MICHAEL 
  
LEGIONS OF ANGEL MICHAEL: Also called “Servants of Michael” according to the Book of Samahel (page 

1303 of the original text). 
 

They are balancing Energies or Energies of Equilibrium that interact with mankind in several spiritual and 

material aspects, and that properly inserted in our interior make the Walker be cautious, calm, peaceful 

and with his spirit full of equilibrium. 
 

They are 54 as follows: 
  
ABABALOY, ALBROT, AMECH, AMIORAM, BEDRIMUMAL, BINUSAS, BOSMELETIC, CAMAEL, CANOPISTUS, 

CENDRION, COSBOS, CURETON, DALMAY, DEBALIM, DOMOS, DOQUARCA, EIBASI, ENCHEION, ERADIM, 

ERTIVALER, ESCAVOR, ESSAIM, ETH, FELUT, GALEBU, GAMERIN, GARRUBIEL, GAUNINEL, GELUTH, 

GEMEN, HODOMOS, HOMEOSIM, IMETON, ISABIE, ISMAI, ITEMON, JEYSMY, LAZAY, LEUGIM, MATHON, 



MELCHIDAEL, OCHIMANUEL, ON, OTH, PATHUMATON, SAMOY, SANATAOER, SARAION,  SERABILEM, 

SERGEN, TAGLA, TESTIPAS, UBELAG, and VENIBBEL. 
  
  

TABLE of the LEGIONS of MICHAEL 

Ababaloy 
  

Balancing Liberty. 
Cautious when criticising. Without an evil attitude. One of the 

Angels that form part of the 36 Arcana of the Ancient, being the 

representative of LIBERTY. 
Albrot 
  

Balanced Will. 
Quick mentally and organized ideals and actions. 

Amech 
  

Balanced Life. 
Without banalities and with empathy for others. 

Amioram 
  

Balancing and Just Obedience. 
Acceptance of our spiritual obligation. 

Bedrimumal 
  

Balanced Power. 
Powerful in our complete personality, individual. One of the 

Angels of the 36 Arcana of the Ancient, being the symbolism of 

POWER. 
Binusas 
  

Balanced Lack of Interest in Matter. 
Master of the “Altruists.” 

Bosmeletic 
  

Balanced Education. 
Inclined towards teaching, be careful with the “Ego”! 

Camael 
  

Balancing Power. 
To free oneself from human evil, but you must be CAUTIOUS 

when you call on him. Energy that belongs to the 36 Arcana of 

the Ancient, whose symbolism is FORM. 
Canopistus 
  

Balanced Personality. 
Superiority in adversity and gallantry. 

Cendrion 
  

Balancing Exorcism. 
Happiness in actions, exorcizes negative energies. 

Cosbos 
  

Balanced Mystic Intuition. 
Intuitive, proper Prophets. 

Cureton 
  

Balancing Sacrifice. 
Pure satisfaction related to others, commitment to other’s 

causes. 
Dalmay 
  

Balancing Kindness in Relationships. 
Respect, kindness. Exorcizes discouragement. 

Debalim 
  

Balancing Spiritual Gain. 
Handling of our spiritual aspect. 

Domos 
  

Balanced Dialogue. 
Laconic and thoughtful in speech as a path to Learning. 

Doquarca 
  

Thought. 
Invulnerability in the unbalance due to doubts or lack of faith, 

exorcises the lack of self-esteem. 
Eibasi 
  

Strong Decisions. 
Transmuter of pain in happiness, after taking decisions in our life. 

His Energy is present in the 36 Arcana of the Ancient, as symbol 

of the CROSS OF OTHERS. 
Encheion 
  

Balancing Total Silence. 
Silence of the Initiation Secret. Energy that belongs to the Arcane 

of the Ancient, symbol of SILENCE. 
Eradim Hidden Revelations. 

Helps in the spiritual symbolic revelation. 
Ertibaler 
  

Balanced Health. 
Mystic healer of soul and body, being consistent. 

Escavor 
  

Balanced Diet. 
Helps in the coherence and balance of our diet. 

Essaim 
  

Balanced Policy of Openness. 
Mediation between antagonisms, openness in situations. 



Eth 
  

Balanced Openness. 
Open-minded in unclear things, but be careful! 

Felut 
  

Balanced Infatuation. 
Love for everything lovely that has fundamentals. 

Galebu 
  

Balanced Concentration. 
Great capacity for mental concentration and power, ideal for 

exams. 
Gamerin 
  

Balanced Beauty. 
Power of attraction and beauty without excess. 

Garrubiel 
  

Balanced Generosity. 
Generosity with common sense, give but retain for ourselves. 

Gauninel 
  

Balanced Vigour. 
Power, dignity, decisiveness, common sense, courage, vitality. 

Gelut 
  

Balancing Introspection. 
Honesty and clarity in our judgements, accepting the “mirror” 

that are the others. 
Gemen 
  

Balanced Harmony. 
Harmonious, optimum spiritual advisors. 

Hodomos 
  

Balancing Medicine. 
Great medical capacity in all aspects. 

Homeosim 
  

Balanced Braveness. 
Revolution of the concepts of the world in an egalitarian level. 

Imeton 
  

Balanced Happiness. 
Internalizes a great happiness in any adverse event, also for 

others. 
Isabie 
  

Balanced Progress. 
Mystic, emotional and mental progress. 

Ismai 
  

Balanced Imagination. 
Imaginative pioneers on magical, spiritual and artistic grounds. 

Itemon 
  

Balancing Tenacity. 
Active, determined and receptive to others, determined in our 

actions. 
Jeysmy 
  

Balanced Friendship. 
Great friend and advisor without unnecessary interferences. 

Lazay 
  

Balanced Collaboration. 
Great collaborators against adversity, misfortune or deficiencies. 

Leugim 
  

Balanced Observation. 
Protection against adversity, observers of negative energies. 

Mathon 
  

Foresight. 
Patience and the wait for later happiness, internal justice. 

Melchidael 
  

Faith in Our Possibilities. 
Interior confidence and self-esteem. 

Ochimanuel 
  

Balancing Action. 
Elevation from our darkest and depressive moments. 

On 
  

Balanced Love. 
Love, calmness, Truth and Light to set Darkness aside. 

Oth 
  

Balanced Sensibility. 
Learning of other’s acts of injustice for one’s own understanding. 

Pathumaton 
  

Balanced Luminosity. 
Just, sincere, magnanimous and honest. 

Samoy 
  

Balanced Prophecy. 
Attention to our own symbols to be able to understand our 

Karma. 
Sanatader 
Sanataoer 

Balanced Intelligence. 
Patient, observers, organized and with a sagacious mind. 

Saraion Balanced Service. 
Discernment of true friendship. Service to others coherently. 

Serabilem 
  

Balancing Arts. 
Capacity to appreciate art and to develop it for others. 

Sergen 
  

Balancing Meditation. 
Capacity to attain Transcendental mystic calmness. 



Tagla 
  

Balanced Politics. 
Master of human political powers. Good measures and political 

honesty. 
Testipas 
  

Peaceful Equilibrium. 
Gratitude, happiness of life, commitment and affection. Weakens 

pernicious thoughts. 
Ubelag 
  

Balancing Peace. 
Peace, no violence, sweetness and beauty in speech. 

Venibbel 
  

Balanced Loveliness. 
Beautiful in spirit, body and mind when this aura is emanated, so 

we have to be sensible. 
  
   
ABABALOY 
  
Name of a Messenger that is difficult to translate (with partial meanings) and that would be “Father 

comes, let’s hope, for a second time.” 
  
This Hebrew name is one of the Aspects of Angel Michael and when he touches our heart with his luminous 

fingers he releases us of malicious thoughts, speech and actions; makes us despise licentiousness and 

be cautious when criticising. 
  
He is the Angel of the Balancing Liberty and his name appears in a Grimoire of the British Museum to be 

called on in enchantment operations of King Solomon. He is also part of the 36 Arcana of the Tarot of 

the Ancient, occupying number XXVIII: “LIBERTY.” 
  
  
ALBROT 
  
Name of one of the “Luminous Servants” of Angel Michael, which has a Hebrew name that can be 

translated as “Thick Cloud;” the three letters of the root of his name, BRT, have a numerical value of 

602, equal to the word “straightening.” 
  
When he is in the interior of the Walker, he makes him mentally quick, hardworking, organized in his 

ideals and actions. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Will. 
  
  
AMECH 
  
Name of one of the Legions of Angel Michael, or as the Book of Samahel describes, one of the Luminous 

“Servants” that emanate from him. His etymology comes from Hebrew with the meaning of “Being 

Active,” “Being Strong or Standing Firm.”  
  
When his breath floods our soul, he transforms us into people that don’t waste our life on trivialities, 

gossip or fallacies: we forgive the small errors of others and put ourselves in their place pardoning their 

sordidness. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Life.  
  
  
AMIORAM 
  
One of the “Servant” Angels of Michael. This name is translated from Hebrew as “High Resistance.” 
  
If we are able to put in our interior and receive his Energy, it opens our mind towards Accepting the 

obligations we agree on spiritual grounds, not because they are imposed on us, but because we have 

freely accepted them. 
  
He is also the Messenger that makes us apply these logic rules firmly, without deceitfulness or 

favouritism; from this might be derived that he is the “Luminous Guardian” of Operative Mystic. 
  



He is the Angel of the Balancing and Just Obedience. 
  
  
BEDRIMUMAL 
  
One of the Aspects of Angel Michael whose name is translated from Hebrew to English as “More 

Stories.” 
  
When this Messenger is nested in the heart and impregnates the soul of a human being, he makes him 

powerful in his thoughts and consequential actions, powerful in his speech, that is like unbreakable 

stones, and powerful in his manners, that captivate those who surround and observe him. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Power and according to the Book of Ke, those who keep him in their interior, 

prefer solitude, freedom and affective emancipation after a time. 
  
He is one of the Energies that form the 36 Arcana of the Tarot of the Ancient, being the symbol of 

POWER. 
  
  
BINUSAS 
  
He is one of the many Aspects of Angel Michael and his name is translated from Hebrew as “Making 

the Son Flee.” 
  
When this Messenger touches the heart or soul of a human being, he is given to an evident apathy for 

every excess of material nature. According to the Book of Ke, he is the “master” of altruists. 
  
He is the Angel of the Balanced Lack of Interest in Matter. 
  
  
BOSMELETIC 
  
He is one of the Aspects of Angel Michael and his name is translated from Hebrew to English 

as “Ashamed King.” 
  
When this Messenger touches with his Energy the soul of a human being, he is given to vocational 

teaching, to skills in Science and liberal arts, and every kind of teaching. But you must be careful, 

because you can fall into pride because of those skills or knowledge, falling into an excess of ego and 

vainglory. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Teaching.   
  
  
CAMAEL 
  
Angel of the legions of Michael whose name in Hebrew means “Crowd of God,” and according to the 

angelologic and Hebraic tradition he has at his service an uncountable “army” of Angels (called the Angels 

of Destruction) that according to the Book of Samahel are: AF, ESEC, HEMA, JORMA, MKALLE, MASHIT, 

RAHAB, and SITNA. 
  
In iconographical terms, he is represented dressed in blue and holding up a straight sword, symbol of 

his power as Divider of negativity and positivity, what alludes to his dual essence: he fights for Light to 

win but his “fight” also lets the suffering prevail that means the trial the Walker should pass. 
  
His energy forms part of the Arcana of the Tarot of the Ancient, being the one that rules FORM. 
  
This Angel is called on when human evil prevails in the world, for him to release us due to his Energy, 

although we must add that it’s dangerous to get too near Camael without a balanced preparation and 

Conscience. 
  
He is the Angel of the Balancing Power.   
  
  



CANOPISTUS 
  
Name of one of the Angels that make up the Legions of Angel Michael. This Hebrew word can be 

translated as “Pacified Pedestal”. Its root NPT also means “Honey, Honeycomb.” 
  
This name (also in the Book of Samahel) appears in a grimoire of the XI century kept in the British 

Museum together with the grimoires of Ertibaler, Testipas, Sanataper, Ismai, Nontapilus, and Binusas, 

for operations with “black hens and golden eggs.” 
The name of this Angel appears in Lower Egypt as a star of the Virgo constellation. 
  
Apart from curiosities and superstitions, we must say that Canopistus grants the Walker superiority 

against setbacks, growth when solving problems and gallantry. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Personality.   
  
  
CENDRION 
  
One of the numerous Legions of Michael, whose name seems to come from “cendre,” a paste of bone 

ashes, clean and washed, with which the coppelas are forged and produced (containers with the shape 

of a truncated cone where gold and silver minerals are tested and purified). 
  
This Virtue is attracted with the perfume of marigolds, with the aim of giving happiness in actions and 

dispelling remorse, although it can also be attracted with clove incense, and in this case it exorcises the 

dark thoughts that bring divisions, irresponsible actions and dangerous friendships. 
  
He is the Angel of the Balancing Exorcism. 
  
  
COSBOS 
  
This name appears, together with those of Adonai, Ammastius, Anareton and Eloym, in an ancient 

grimoire of magic ceremonies. Cosbos is a messenger whose name in Hebrew means “Under the 

Chalice” and whose Energy is one of the aspects of Angel Michael. 
  
When he touches our heart with his delicate breath, he makes us intuitive, given to correct prophecies, 

and rulers of the hidden and veiled paths. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Mystic Intuition.   
  
  
CURETON 
  
Name of one of the Angels that are part of the Legions of Michael whose name translated from Hebrew 

means “Farmer of the Beehive.” 
  
When he is in the interior of a human being, he grants a soul that sacrifices for others, for their needs 

and conditionings. This way, people are interested in the pure satisfaction of their fellowmen; virtuous 

counsellors, happy, optimistic in their unconditional help to others, and committed to causes of others.  
  
He is the Angel of the Balancing Sacrifice. 
  
To add some information, will we also say that the Latin term “curetum” means the priests who according 

to mythology, watched over Jupiter when he was a child.    
  
  
DALMAY 
  
One of the Energies included in the Legions of Michael. This term seems to refer to “Dalmatia,” a 

geographical region located on the coast of the Adriatic Sea. 
  
When this Luminous Messenger has impregnated the soul, it grants respect for others, happiness in 

actions, a kind personality, and calmness in every action of daily life. 



  
His name, pronounced in a mantram, exorcises sadness, discouragement and laziness. 
  
He is the Angel of Kindness that Balances and makes personal relationships more pleasant.   
  
  
DEBALIM 
  
Name of one of the Angels that make up the Legions of Michael whose translation from Hebrew 

is “Produce Abundance.” 
  
When he is in the interior of human beings, he shows us how to be balanced managers of all the privileges 

we acquire on Spiritual grounds. Psychic or Spiritual Energy is a scarce good that we must protect and 

not waste because it’s very difficult to restore when it diminishes or we lose it. 
  
He is the Angel of the Balancing Spiritual Gain.   
  
  
DOMOS 
  
Name of one of the Luminous “Servants” of Angel Michael, whose name comes from Latin and can be 

translated as “Owners.” 
  
When he is in the interior of the Walker, he makes him laconic and reflective in his silences. Many times 

we should keep quiet instead of speaking, listen instead of interrupting, learn more from what others 

can teach us and not overwhelm them with our comments: it’s the only Path to Learning. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Dialogue.   
  
  
DOQUARCA 
  
Angel that acts as one of the innumerable aspects of Equilibrium and whose name is translated 

as “Penetrated.” 
  
When his Virtue is trapped by human beings, it makes them invulnerable to the unbalance caused by 

groundless doubts or lack of faith in oneself, as this Energy has penetrated in them in their aspect of 

self-esteem and the study of their virtues and defects. 
  
The lack of this Angel in a person makes him look melancholic and shy, and tending to be depressed and 

lacking self-esteem. 
  
He is the Angel of Reflection. 
  
  
EIBASI 
  
One of the multiple aspects of Angel Michael according to the Book of the 2000 pages. 
  
The name of this Angel is translated from Hebrew as “Where Fire Reaches,” being the Energy that 

gives the capacity to set aside the actions or situations that do not favour the Initiatic Path or that slow 

it down. 
  
He is the Energy that represents the CROSS OF OTHERS in the Arcana of the Tarot of the Ancient, that 

includes 36 cards. 
  
He is the Angel of Strong Decisions and the companion of those that after taking such decisions, 

transmute pain into joy.   
  
  
 

 

 



ENCHEION 
  
He is one of the Servant Angels of Michael that when is nested in our interior, grants silence and discipline 

when we have to keep an initiatic secret, especially when we must protect a mystery that could shock 

those who don’t take part in its symbolism. 
  
His name appears in the Book of Samahel and is called on in the Order of the Ancient, being also an 

Arcane of the Tarot of the Ancient, with 36 cards, representing SILENCE. 
  

Encheion is one of the very powerful Energies that are used within the Mystic-Magic keys of the Narotic 

Cycle. His name can be translated as “Gigantic Dove.” 
  
He is the Angel of the Balancing Total Silence.    
  
  
ERADIM 
  
One of the legions or energetic aspects of Michael. 
  
His name in Hebrew means “Those that Undress You.” The texts that can be read about this Angel 

are stories or tales that disclose human actions initiatically by means of symbols, their judgements, wise 

moves and mistakes, that have nothing to do with the Divine Justice and Vision. 
  
He is the Angel of Veiled Revelations, only understood by Initiates.    
  
  
ERTIBALER 
  
One of the Servant Angels of Michael whose name is translated from Hebrew as “Support of Baptism.”  
  
If we are able to trap his Energy in our interior and take communion with it, he makes us mystic healers 

of the soul, and consequently, of the physical body, only if we are detached from bad habits, actions and 

pernicious people. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Health whose name, curiously, also appears with those of Canopistus and 

Testipas (also of the Legions of Angel Michael) in a magic grimoire of the XI century that is kept in the 

British Museum. 
  
  
ESCAVOR 
  
Name of one of the Angels that make up the Legions of Michael, whose translation from Latin 

is “Swallow, Devour the Food.” 
  
When this Energy makes us Conscience, it shows us the specific food our individual body needs, without 

excesses and without deficiencies, as we know that falling in these opposites will make us sick sooner or 

later. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Diet.   
  
  
ESSAIM 
  
Name of one of the Angels that make up the Legions of Angel Michael whose translation from Hebrew 

is “Abundant Harvest.” 
  
When this Luminous Presence is nested in the interior of human beings, it opens their minds in the face 

of apparently shocking or unorthodox situations, makes them friends of dialogue and the law of 

sympathy, mediators between antagonic beings, and serious and valid advocates of apparent lost causes. 
  
He is the Angel of the Balanced Policy of Openness. 
  
  



ETH 
  
Name of a messenger whose translation from Hebrew can mean, as a verb, “Advise,” while as a noun 

it’s translated as “Tree.” 
  
Its energy is one of the Aspects of Angel Michael. When he covers our heart, he opens our mind in the 

face of unclear, undefined, strange or unorthodox issues. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Openness. Be careful! 
  
  
FELUT 
  
One of the Angels of the legions of Michael whose Hebrew name is translated to English as “Exceptional 

Sign.” 
  
When his Energy takes communion with the human soul, it makes the soul fall in love with beauty, with 

humanity, and that all that surrounds it be transformed into a captivating poem that goes beyond shapes. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Infatuation, capable of putting everything in its right place without being 

trapped by superfluous beauty, that disappears as time passes by.   
  
  
GALEBU 
  
Name of a Messenger whose Hebrew translation is “Wave, Fountain, Spring.” 
  
He is one of the Aspects of Angel Michael, who in the interior of the Sacred Mysteries Initiate, gives him 

an unbeatable capacity for concentration, mental power and unrivalled psychological skills. 
  
He is, according to the unpublished part of the A.D.A.M.A. Diary, the Angel of Balanced Concentration, 

usually called on when we have exams, examinations for people wanting a public-sector job, and 

announcements. 
  
  
GAMERIN 
  
The correct translation of the name of this Angel is unclear, although it seems to be a word that comes 

from Hebrew. It could be “Firefly,” although we are not sure, sorry to say. 
  
He is certainly one of Michael’s “Servant” Angels, and when he is nested in our interior, he makes us 

look attractive without attracting attention, coquettish without excesses and neat without being 

obsessed. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Beauty.    
  
  
GARRUBIEL 
  
One of Michael’s Servant Angels whose name in Hebrew is translated as “In me dwells God’s 

Abundance.” 
  
When this unique Energy is nested in the heart of a human being, it makes him reasonably generous. 

This means he grants us the gift of knowing how to give without squandering our resources and knowing 

that if we lose everything, we will never again be able to help those in need. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Generosity, whose motto seems to tell us: “Don’t give more than what you 

have, make it grow and you will be able to help coherently; if you have nothing because you’ve lost 

everything, you won’t be able to help those in need.”    
  
  
 

 



GAUNINEL 
  
He is one of the Aspects of Angel Michael whose name is translated from Hebrew as “Proud Descendant 

of God.” 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Vigour, and grants those who know how to call on him correctly, strength, 

dignity, decisiveness, good sense, vitality, courage, and integrity. 
  
According to an unpublished text, his Energy vibrates with bright shades of red, his perfume is the 

hyacinth, and in iconographical terms he is represented as a being with 26 pairs of wings, a flaming 

sword in his right hand and riding a golden dragon.  
  
  
GELUT 
  
Name that comes from Hebrew translated as “Petrified Execution.” 
 

He is one of Michael’s “Servant” Angels that when is nested in our interior, makes us serious, sagacious 

and constant scholars, and enables for us a quick and perfect solution to problems. 
  
He also makes us honest and clear in our judgments (that won’t be offensive) about actions, speech and 

manners of others, and with the kindness of one who loves and understands that others are a mirror 

that looks at oneself. 
  
He is the Angel of the Balancing Introspection. 
  
  
GEMEN 
  
Name of one of the “Luminous Servants” of Angel Michael, whose Hebrew root GMN- is translated in 

gematrical terms as “Revelation, Apocalypse,” and when he is in the interior of the Walker, he makes 

him harmonious, discloser of the most unfathomable mysteries with pure and clear skills, observant of 

the symbols that Nature shows, and an optimum adviser about spiritual matters. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Harmony. 
  
  
HODOMOS 
  
Name of one of the Angels that make up the Legions of Angel Michael whose Hebrew root HDMS- gives 

the numerical value of the word “Strength.” 
  
When this Energy covers us, it makes the Walker an excellent and committed practitioner, veterinarian 

and expert in plant diseases. 
  
As a curiosity, we refer that this name appears written in one of the rooms of the Greek temple of 

Hysteria. We will also say there is a book of ceremonies that contains a prayer for Hodomos, Helon, Heon 

and Homnoreum, that says: “God that illuminates me and gives me health, who should I fear? If You 

are the protector of my life, who can hurt me?...” 
  
He is the Angel of the Balancing Medicine. 
  
  
HOMEOSIM 
  
He is one of the numerous Aspects of Angel Michael, whose name is translated from Hebrew to English 

as “Agitators that Puzzle.” 
  
He is the Energy that is nested in the people that revolutionize the concepts of the world, that don’t allow 

unbalance, inequality, or contempt for races or social conditions. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Braveness. 
  



  
IMETON 
  
He is one of the Aspects of Angel Michael whose name is translated from Hebrew to English as “Indicates 

the Noisy Fountain.” 
  
When this Messenger touches the soul of a human being, he explodes in happiness even in the most 

difficult moments and trials; he won’t lose his smile and good manners, and will even comfort others 

that aren’t as sad as him. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Happiness. 
  
  
ISABIE 
  
He is one of the Aspects of Angel Michael whose name is translated from Hebrew to English as “On all 

Sides (I am) Heaped.” 
  
When this Messenger touches lovingly the soul of a human being, he explodes in mystic, emotional, 

mundane and mental progress, making him have another vision and perspective of what his mental veils 

and past mental blocks wouldn’t let him see. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Progress. 
  
  
ISMAI 
  
One of the Servant Angels of Michael whose name is translated from Hebrew as “Listen to Him.” 
  
If we are able to make him nest in our interior and take communion with his Energy, he opens our 

imagination on magic, spiritual and artistic grounds, making us pioneers in these aspects even when the 

territory hasn’t been fertilized. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Imagination, who sooner or later, blazes a trail and cracks conservatism, 

resistance to change, and obstinacy.   
  
  
ITEMON 
  
Name of a Messenger that is translated from Hebrew as “Due to Orphanage” and whose Energy is one 

of the Aspects that emanates from Angel Michael. 
  
When his Pure fingers touch our heart, he makes us active and tenacious beings, receptive to other’s 

needs, and decided to do the actions that are entrusted to us. 
  
This Virtue is related with the energy of Mars and vibrates with bright magenta. 
  
He is the Angel of the Balancing Tenacity. 
  
  
JEYSMY 
  
He is one of the many Aspects of Angel Michael, whose name is translated from Hebrew to English 

as “Who Moans or Sobs?” 
  
When this Messenger touches the heart or the soul of a human being, he always makes him be near his 

friends, not when they don’t need him, but when they certainly do, from a distance or in their presence, 

with dialogue or in silence. 
  
He is the Virtue that makes us an advisor when advice is sought, and when it isn’t needed, he makes us 

observers without meddling. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Friendship. 



  
  
LAZAY 
  
Name of one of the Angels that make up the Legions of Angel Michael whose translation from Hebrew 

is “For this One.” 
  
When he is in the interior of the human being, he teaches us how to be perfect collaborators in multiple 

needs in the face of adversity, misfortune or material and spiritual shortage. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Collaboration. 
  
  
LEUGIM 
  
Name of one of the Angels that make up the Legions of Angel Michael whose translation from Hebrew 

is “For Shield and Defence.” 
  
When this Energy makes us Conscience, it helps our will to protect us against adversity, to observe which 

circumstances could take us through deceitful paths, and to discover the secret obscure thoughts of 

those who with bad intentions, might advise us in their favour or in favour of a mistaken circumstance. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Observation. As a curiosity, we point out that this Angelic name, in Spanish, 

is Michael’s name reversed. 
  
  
MATHON 
  
One of the twenty-four Angels of Hours that is described in the Book of the Guardians (A.D.A.M.A. Diary) 

and to whom corresponds the fifth night period of a day. 
  
His Hebrew name means “Foresight,” and he is called on to help with tasks related with the future, 

with actions far in time, with patience and waiting for future happiness; also with acquiring Justice in the 

face of an unjust fact. 
  
As his names represents, he is the Angel of Foresight for the future, being attracted by a mixture of 

balsam of copaiba (a tree from South America) and balsam of Tolu (city of Sucre county in Colombia), 

used as drops of incense over charcoal. He is also one of the Angels of the Legions of Angel Michael. 
  
  
MELCHIDAEL 
  
Name of a Messenger whose translation from Hebrew is “My King is Knowledge of God,” being its 

Energy one of the Luminous Aspects of Angel Michael. 
  
When his Virtue is nested in the interior of the human soul, it makes us powerful in our faith, not blindly, 

but trusting that we can do correctly what our interior is willing to accept. He grants us self-confidence 

and self-esteem. 
  
He is the Angel of Faith in the power of our possibilities. 
  
  
OCHIMANUEL 
  
Name of a Messenger whose translation from Hebrew is “Really God is with Us,” and his Energy is one 

of the Aspects of Angel Michael.  
  
When he touches us with his delicate breath he takes us up from the darkest wells of our heart to the 

highest summit, out of our boredom, of the depression caused by our own lack of action, and of 

monotony, opening for us new paths, ways and horizons that make us vibrate again happily and 

enthusiastically. 
  
He is the Angel of the Balancing Action. 



  
ON 
  
Name of one of the “Luminous Servants” of Angel Michael that can be translated from Hebrew 

as “Iniquity.” 
  
Although he would seem to be a dark entity by the translation of his name, he speaks to us about “Love 

in the face of iniquity, Calmness in the face of iniquity, Truth in the face of iniquity and Luminous Action 

in the face of iniquity.” His energy grants us Love, Calmness, Truth and Light with which we can move 

darkness away. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Love. This Angelic name also appears in the Apocryphal Book of Jasher. 
  
  
OTH 
  
Name of a Messenger whose translation from Hebrew means “Sign, Mark, Testimony or Trial” and 

whose Energy is one of the Aspects of Angel Michael. 
  
When he touches our heart with his Luminous fingers, he makes us sensitive to the acts of injustice we 

suffer, in a very curious way: he makes us approach the attitude of the person who offends us to know 

his impure feelings, with the aim of learning how not to behave as the offender, instead of responding 

with resentment. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Sensibility. 
  
  
PATHUMATON 
  
The correct translation of the name of this Angel is difficult, although it seems to be Hebrew. Of the root 

PATHUM-, that is translated as “Feed up, Fatten” and of the Egyptian word ATON, “Sun, Divinity.” We 

could deduce that the translation in this case (unorthodox) means “Plentiful Sun.” 
  
He is, of course, one of Michael’s “Servant” Angels who when is nested in our interior, makes us 

luminously balanced, just, sincere, magnanimous and honest. This name appears in a legend that 

mentions that Solomon used it together with the names Adonai, Peral, Tetragramaton, Anexheseton, 

Innessensatoal and Itemon, that correctly pronounced declined the demons under his control. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Luminosity. 
  
  
SAMOY 
  
Name of one of Michael’s Luminous “Servants.” This name is Hebrew and can be translated 

as “Invisible, Hidden or Secret.” 
  
When this Virtue dwells in the interior of the Walker, it draws his attention to the symbols that 

unconsciously reveal to him his own body and mind. Symbols that might show him his state of mind or 

spiritual condition and if he is going on a correct or incorrect path for the finalization of his karma (these 

symbols can appear, for example, in dreams or by way of slight psychosomatic anomalies.) 
  
 He is the Angel of Balanced Prophecy. 
  
  
SANATADER 
  
Name of one of the Angels that make up the Legions of Angel Michael whose translation from Hebrew 

means “Annual Perseverance,” “Perseverance of the Sun.” 
  
When this Messenger is in the interior of a human being, he makes him patient, a meticulous observer, 

organized and sagacious. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Intelligence. 



  
 SANATAOER 
  
Angel of the Legions of Michael that is also known by the name of Sanatader. 
  
  
SARAION 
  
Name of one of the Angels that make up the Legions of Angel Michael whose translation is “Iniquitous 

Kinship.” 
  
When this curious Energy awakes our Conscience, it shows all the pure ways to be in service of those 

who need us (materially and spiritually). 
  
He also makes us tell the difference between being an obliging friend or a servile one, action we cannot 

undertake if we want to be loyally helpful. 
  
This Angel gives us a reflection that is sometimes difficult for us and that we must meditate: “The best 

help, sometimes, is not to help.” 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Service. 
  
  
SERABILEM 
  
One of the Servant Angels of Michael whose name is translated from Hebrew 

as “Laden, Overwhelmed.” 
  
If we are able to bring him to our interior and take communion with his Energy, he makes us genuine 

participants of the ecstasy of knowing how to contemplate the colours, shapes and sounds of the material 

world and knowing how to transfer these to the arts to delight the senses of people. 
  
His Virtue vibrates with blue, red and yellow; with the music notes do, mi and sol; and with a proportional 

mixture of the essences of white lily, calla and jasmine.  
  
He is the Angel of the Balancing Arts. 
  
  
SERGEN 
  
One of Michael’s Servant Angels whose name can be translated from Hebrew as “Bracelet, Interlaced 

Chain.” 
  
If we are able to bring him to our interior and take communion with his matchless Energy, he will open 

the doors of Transcendent mystic calmness, that is capable on its own of making us see, by means of 

peace of mind, the multiple heavenly and physical opportunities that destiny will set out for us and that 

will take to our Reintegration or to Perfection. 
  
He is the Angel of the Balancing Meditation. 
  
  
TAGLA 
  
One of the Servant Angels of Michael whose name is translated from Hebrew as “Reveal the Chamber.” 
  
If we are able to bring him to our interior and take communion with his Energy, he makes us watch over 

the good progress and honesty of populations, countries and governments of the world. In the book 

called “Convocation,” that belongs to the Book of Memories, he is the “master of human political forces.”  
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Politics. 
  
  
 



TESTIPAS 
  
He is one of the Aspects of Angel Michael whose name is translated from Hebrew to English as “Weakens 

its Occupation.” 
  
When this Messenger touches the soul of a human being, he makes him explode in gratitude, happiness 

of life, commitment and affection. 
  
This Energy is also called on to weaken miserable, pernicious and harmful thoughts of every class. 
  
He is the Angel of Peaceful Equilibrium. 
  
  
UBELAG 
  
He is one of the many aspects of Angel Michael whose name is translated from Hebrew to English 

as “Defeat, Dominate.” 
  
When this Messenger touches the heart or the soul of a human being, he makes him a herald of peace, 

a bastion of non-violence and a traveller of gentle and beautiful speech. His emblem could be: “With 

peace you win eternally.” 
  
He is, of course, the Angel of the Balancing Peace. 
  
  
VENIBBEL 
  
Name of one of the Angels that make up the Legions of Angel Michael whose translation from Hebrew 

means “Comes from the Weeping of Bel (Babylonian God).” 
  
When this Energy is bought to our interior, it makes us beautiful in spirit, and therefore, beautiful in our 

soul and body; a fact that is made a reality in our speech, actions and silence. The people gifted or 

impregnated by this Energy, even if they are ugly, emanate a very powerful aura, capable of attracting 

and dazzling the minds that have not evolved, up to the point of being obsessed and captivated by the 

person that radiates it. 
  
He is the Angel of Balanced Beauty, and we must be careful when we emanate his Energy, as we could 

attract undesirable people that with their attitude, could make us bitter.   



 LEGIONS OF ANGEL GABRIEL 
  
  
These Messengers are Energies of Braveness, Acceptance and Commitment that interact with human 

beings in several aspects, both material and spiritual, and that correctly inserted in our interior, make 

any Walker be coherent, brave, and decisive. 
  
This is, free of half-heartedness and blunders. 
  
According to the Book of the 2000 pages, they are 44, as follows: 
  
ABATOY, ABRACHAI, AMAEL, AMATOR, AMMASTIUS, AMISOR, AN, ANERETHON, ANITER, ANSTON, 

ANTON, ASLITHE, BALDACH, BELUREOS, BLAKUTI, CABUSTIRA, CERRETON, DAMAHII, ETHILSA, 

EMITES, EOS, ESCHERCE, GADAL, ITUKALB, KARKAHITA, LAMIDOCH, LAYAMON, LEIRBAG, LUMECH, 

MAMONIEL, MEOROD, MUZIEL, OR, PACOR, PANCIA, PONCOR, RIKOKIR, SCAVER, SILAT, THEODONIEL, 

THINARMES, VELOAS, ZAZAY, and ZETACHIEL. 
  
  

TABLE of the LEGIONS of GABRIEL 

ABATOY 
  

Moral Observance. 
Quick learning, Equilibrium and Generosity. 

ABRACHAI 
  

Brave Conscience. 
Discernment, Acceptance of karmic tasks. He is one of the 36 

Arcana of the Tarot of the Ancient, whose energy is CONSCIENCE. 
AMAEL 
  

Tenacious Sacrifice. 
Mental openness, Mental peace, Choosing. 

AMATOR 
  

Brave Motivation. 
Brave Motivation, encouragement, enthusiasm, stimulus for 

others. 
AMMASTIUS 
  

Brave Political Trend. 
Impartiality, Justice, Protection, Discernment, Positivity. 

AMISOR 
  

Love for Brave Justice. 
Nobility, Dignity, transmuting of what is coarse into spiritual. 

AN 
  

Respect for Nature and its benefits. 
Contact, development and benefits with Mother Earth. 

ANERETHON 
  

Consolidated Collaboration. 
Master of those who protect the helpless, obtaining the Divine 

grace. 
ANITER 
  

Praiseworthy Activity. 
Gives help in adversities, improves memory. 

ANSTON 
  

Committed Order. 
Against chaos and half-heartedness. To benefit for Humanity. 

ANTON 
  

Constant Mystic Personality. 
Cautious and determined personality in our Commitments. 

ASLITHE 
  

Living Calmness. 
Great calmness in the face of the chaos of the environment. 

BALDACH 
  

Calm Separation. 
Mental help in the face of traumatic separations of any class. 

BELUREOS 
  

Peaceful Strength. 
Emotional, material and professional stabilization. 

BLAKUTI 
  

Brave Peace. 
Forgiveness for ourselves. 

CABUSTIRA 
  

Committed Friendship. 
Sober, moderate and determined in the face of negative causes. 

CERRETON 
  

Committed Intuition. 
Uninterested and against ambition. 

DAMAHII 
  

Generosity in Reconciliation. 
“Gift” of Understanding. 

ETHILSA 
  

Persevering Imagination. 
Suitable for the Magic Arts in benefit of Humanity. 



EMITES 
  

Intellectuality and Study. 
Vigorous personality. Ability to adapt. 

EOS 
  

Healthy Strength. 
Braveness and determination in the face of terminal illnesses. 

ESCHERCE 
  

Faith in Braveness. 
Dominator of Sciences of Darkness in benefit of Humanity. Angel 

of the Tarot of the Ancient that represents FAITH. 
GADAL 
  

Brave Obedience. 
Understanding of our Commitments. 

ITUKALB 
  

Brave Life. 
Understanding and acceptance of the experiences that enrich the 

spirit. 
KARKAHITA 
  

Regeneration of Morals. 
Moves away inharmonious Obscurities. 

LAMIDOCH 
  

Strengthened Love. 
Justice, benevolence, compassion, equilibrium. Messengers of 

Peace. 
LAYAMON 
  

Brave Spiritual Fire. 
Awake, attentive, inspired in searching for Truth. 

LEIRBAG 
  

Harmonious Commitments. 
Loyal, frank, perseverance in our Commitments. 

LUMECH 
  

Fortified Patience. 
Intelligence, imagination, maturity, control over the Ego. 

MAMONIEL 
  

Optimum Sensibility. 
New ideas, communion with Nature, meaning of our existence. 

MEOROD 
  

Brave Happiness. 
Optimization of skills, overcoming weaknesses. 

MUZIEL 
  

Vigour in Commitments. 
Elevation of the soul, determination in our Commitments. 

OR 
  

Committed Service. 
Understanding of our Mystic Branch. 

PACOR 
  

Brave Action. 
Shows the guidelines of our existence for a balanced life. 

PANCIA 
  

Brave Tenacity. 
Eliminates quarrels. Charisma, magnetism. Understanding of 

difficult moments to be able to grow. 
PONCOR 
  

Brave Openness. 
Protection of name and fortune, help to find vocational paths. 

RIKOKIR 
  

Brave Deeds. 
Transmuters of the energies that surround us. Generous in 

forgiveness, good memory and retention. 
SCAVER 
  

Committed Luminosity. 
Empathic skills. Charisma for the opposite sex. 

SILAT 
  

Vocational Progress. 
Harmonious in our spiritual and material equilibrium. Impeccable 

vision of the world. Humility. 
THEODONIEL 
  

Medicine according to Natural Principles. 
Boosts the effects of medicinal plants. Intuitive connection with 

Nature. 
THINARMES 
  

Spiritualist Beauty. 
Clarifying symbolic messages. Connection of the Unconscious. 

Friendship. 
VELOAS 
  

Strengthened Calmness. 
Common sense, prudence, wisdom, dignity. Overcoming chaos. 

Against shyness, insecurity and mental ruin. 
ZAZAY 
  

Brave and Efficient Action. 
Clarity to express oneself. Mystic, meditation. Ability to exorcise 

our internal enemies. 
ZETACHIEL 
  

Strengthened Power. 
Great spiritual power, discernment, maturity. Analytic 

intelligence. Understanding of the present world and of man. 



  
 ABATOY  
  
Name of one of the Angelic “Servants” of Angel Gabriel whose meaning translated from Hebrew is “Want 

a Positive Tissue.” 
  
This Virtue is called on when we want to learn very quickly and to obtain inner equilibrium, generosity 

and wisdom. 
  
Abatoy moves to act always in accordance with human or social laws and to be a virtuous and logic 

example thanks to our experience and studies of a particular individual philosophy. 
  
He is the Angel of Moral Observance. 
  
  
ABRACHAI  
  
Name of a Messenger whose Hebrew etymology is translated to English as “Protective Wing of 

Life” and whose Energy is one of the Luminous Aspects of Angel Gabriel. 
  
When he reaches our soul he grants us the perception of what is correct, or on the contrary, of what 

takes to failure. 
  
He makes the human being aware that he is not on this Earth due to an error or as a blind result of 

Nature, but to comply with his karma, or to finish what still hasn’t been completed. 
  
Abrachai takes us to the urgent obligation of helping our fellowmen with the aim that they consider 

finished their “taint.” 
  
He is the Angel of Brave Conscience, representing CONSCIENCE in one of the 36 Arcana of the Tarot of 

the Ancient. 
  
  
AMAEL  
  
“Servant” Angel of the Virtue of Gabriel whose name is Hebrew and can be translated as “Stick of 

God” or also “Cordial Finger of God.” 
  
This Energy is called on with the purpose of opening people’s minds to new ideas and proposals in aiding 

those most in need. 
  
He also helps us to calm down the tormented spirits in the face of any kind of adversities. 
  
Amael shows us who has a tendency to betray us, and also enlightens us so as not to repeat our errors. 
  
He is the Angel of Tenacious Sacrifice. 
  
  
AMATOR  
  
Name of a Messenger whose translation from Assyrian (language spoken by the ancient Syrians) 

is “Fiery Indignation.” This Energy is one of the Luminous Aspects of Angel Gabriel. 
  
When this Virtue touches our mind and heart with its delicate breath, it grants us motivation and a 

sparkling mood, and makes us overcome laziness. 
  
He also gives the necessary enthusiasm to attain success, not only for ourselves, as because of our 

attitude we transform into a stimulus for people in our environment and for our friends. 
  
He is the Angel of Brave Motivation. 
  
  
 



AMMASTIUS  
  
Name of one of the Angelic “Servants” of Gabriel whose name probably comes from “amasius” in 

Latin, “Lover.” 
  
This Virtue is called on to makes us knowledgeable about laws, and so, to know how to ask for impartiality 

and justice (protection) against the defamation and false testimonies of those who want to take 

possession of other’s belongings. 
  
He also frees us of depressive moods and grants us, among other things, the gift of oratory and a sound 

discernment. 
  
He is the Angel of Brave Political Trend. 
  
  
AMISOR  
  
“Servant” Angel of the Virtue of Gabriel whose name comes from Hebrew and that can be translated 

as “Brave Honesty” or also “Brave Justice.” 
  
This Energy is called on with the aim of Knowing the material laws that keep with the spiritual laws. 
  
Amisor grants a noble personality, dignity in our actions, ability to adapt, and makes the meaning of our 

life be to transmute what is coarse into spiritual. 
  
He also attracts serenity, protection of the innocent, and makes us knowers of truth. 
  
He is the Angel of Love for Brave Justice. 
  
  
AN  
  
One of the Luminous Exhalations of Angel Gabriel whose name is translated from Hebrew to English 

as “Where.” 
  
This Energy is called on to be pioneers in all that relates with agriculture, with production in this industry, 

and to know how to share the prosperity derived from this with our closest friends. 
  
Really, all of us should appreciate the goods obtained from Mother Earth, and this Virtue reminds us of 

it, granting fortune and abundance in these jobs so badly paid. 
  
He is the Angel of Respect for Nature and its benefits. 
  
  
ANERETHON   
  
One of the multiple Energies that make up the Legions of Angel Gabriel. His name is translated from 

Hebrew to English as “Humble Pot.” 
  
This Luminous Virtue is called on to obtain the numerous Graces that God grants. It’s the “master” of all 

the people that protect prisoners and fugitives that suffer unjust sentences, of those that without asking 

for anything in return, help the needy, the poor, and the hopeless. 
  
He vibrates with pastel green and is called on at 7.00 to 8.00 AM, solar time. 
  
He is the Angel of Consolidated Collaboration. 
  
  
ANITER  
  
Name of a Messenger whose Hebrew etymology is translated as “Complaint, Deep Moan,” being one 

of the Luminous Aspects of Angel Gabriel. 
  



When he touches us with his determined breath, he makes us able to exorcize everything vague and 

abstract, impatience, adversity, injustice and lack of emotions. He is called on to give us help in the face 

of adversity, and to improve our memory and intelligence. 
  
He is the Angel of Praiseworthy Activity. 
  
  
ANSTON  
  
Name of one of the Luminous Energies that emanate from Angel Gabriel. Its etymology comes from the 

Hebrew root ANS-, “To Fine.” 
  
When his Power is nested in the interior of a human being, he gives him an organized mind, what is 

necessarily translated in a person with balanced actions, sharp speech and attentive to the decisions of 

others so as to take all the advantage for the benefit of Humanity. 
  
This Energy exorcises chaos and half-heartedness. 
  
He is the Angel of Committed Order. 
  
  
ANTON  
  
We haven’t found a reliable translation for this name, although it seems to be a contraction of the Latin 

name Antonio. In this sense, Anton would be translated as “Invaluable.” 
  
He is one of the “Servant” Messengers of Gabriel and when he impregnates our soul, our interior, he 

makes follow correctly the guidelines that due to Commitments we have accepted on material and 

spiritual grounds, granting us a strong character for these tasks, but with adequate precautions so as 

not to make any mistakes. 
  
He is the Angel of the Constant Mystic Personality. 
  
  
ASLITHE  
  
Name of a Luminous Messenger whose Hebrew root ASL- means “Illusion, Chimera”; when he touches 

our heart with his divine breath, he makes us unusually calm when it seems that everything collapses 

around us; he gives us peace in the face of the nervousness of others and makes us warm hearted in 

the fights that might happen in our surroundings. 
  
He vibrates with pastel mauve and the perfume of rosin. 
  
He is the Angel of the Living Calmness. 
  
  
BALDACH  
  
One of the Luminous Exhalations of Angel Gabriel. His name comes from Hebrew and is translated 

as “Messenger who Destroys.” 
  
This Energy is called on to banish the feeling of loneliness, the helplessness and the sorrow that causes 

any class of traumatic separation, be it divorce, of friendship, kinship or mystic, granting happiness and 

peace to overcome the depression caused by these reasons. 
  
He is the Angel of the Calm Separation. 
  
  
BELUREOS  
  
One of the “Servant” Virtues of the Guardian Angel Gabriel (in the North) whose name comes from 

Hebrew and is translated as “Bitting of a Key.” We will also say it might come from Cannanean, being 

translated then as “Golden Bel” (Bel, Babylonian god, and –ureos, “golden” or made of gold.) 



  
When we are able to connect with this Virtue, it invests us with serenity, equilibrium, harmony, 

moderation, self-control and patience, with the purpose of radiating these virtues to others so as to 

steady them emotionally, professionally and materially. 
  
This way, we are transformed into the key of the charisma that positively influences others. 
  
He is the Angel of Peaceful Strength. 
  
  
BLAKUTI  
  
One of the Luminous Exhalations that is emanated from Angel Gabriel. This name comes from Hebrew 

and is translated as “Devastate, Plunder.” 
  
This Energy is called on to remove the remorse or uneasiness we might have due to our own unjust 

actions. 
  
We must always think that to live in peace, we should first know how to forgive ourselves. If we make a 

mistake, we should meditate on our attitude and firmly decide not to repeat it, with the same person, in 

the same circumstance, or with other people. Afterwards, let’s forgive ourselves and also apologize for 

such a deplorable attitude. 
  
He is the Angel of Brave Peace. 
  
  
CABUSTIRA  
  
The name of this Angel comes from the Hebrew root CABS- and means “Nausea.” 
  
He is one of the “Servant” Messengers of Gabriel and when he impregnates our soul, our interior, he 

makes us be sober, moderate and decided in the face of any situation, not letting us be negatively 

influenced. 
  
Cabustira entitles us to be genuine spokesmen in the face of conflicts, defending the true causes and 

hating the violent ones. 
  
He also grants us the gift of pacifying revolts and improving other’s behaviours. 
  
He is the Angel of Committed Friendship. 
  
  
CERRETON 
  
Name of one of the Luminous Energies that emanate from Angel Gabriel. Its etymology comes from 

Hebrew and means “Flow through the Opening.” 
  
When his Power is found in the human interior, he makes us powerful to stop evil, quick in the help for 

those who need it and capable of great sacrifices in selfless acts of kindness. 
  
This Virtue exorcises excessive ambitions and the use of personal power with unlawful purposes. 
  
He is the Angel of Committed Intuition. 
  
  
DAMAHII 
  
Name of a Messenger whose Hebrew etymology is translated to English as “Resemble Her.” His Energy 

is one of the Luminous Aspects of Angel Gabriel. 
  
When he reaches our souls, he grants us Compassion, God’s Grace and the gift of “understanding” things. 
  



He makes us be sparing with the judgments we might say about the errors of those who surround us, 

always, so as to let us boost our evolution day to day. 
  
He always grants us the virtue for a noble personality to prevail in us, being loyal companions and friends 

which others can trust. 
  
He is the Angel of Generosity in Reconciliation. 
  
  
ETHILSA  
  
Name of one of the Luminous Energies that emanate from Angel Gabriel. Its root comes from Hebrew 

and is translated as “Attention given to who runs too much and is dirty.” 
  
When his Strength is nested in the interior of a human being, he makes him have a tendency to study 

esoteric sciences and unconventional philosophies; to be powerful in magic and mystic pleas, fighting 

against materialism through these pleas with the aim of improving human existence. 
  
Anyway, we must be very careful with these actions and be coherent: any abuse could make the actions 

subdue us transforming our life in a pure ritual where everyday habits would tend to disappear. 
  
He is the Angel of the Persevering Imagination. 
  
  
EMITES  
  
One of the names of the “Servant” Angels of Gabriel that is translated from Hebrew as “Really Strong.” 
  
When this sublime Energy touches our soul, it grants us a vigorous personality, it makes us fight for the 

great ideals, and makes us masters in the art of discernment and peace. It also makes us adapt to any 

situation, be it as negative as could be, and to learn from it. 
  
He is the Angel of Intellectuality and Study. 
  
  
EOS 
  
This Angelic Energy gives us the necessary Braveness to face up to the reality of suffering a terminal 

illness (or that others suffer it). 
  
He is the strength that makes us stay upright, without going to pieces sentimentally, so as to be able to 

access with calmness in the face of this critical moment, necessary for reintegrating into Oneness, the 

real Life. 
  
His name comes from Greek and is translated as “East,” “Dawn.” In mythology it’s related with Goddess 

Aurora (Eos). 
  
He is the Angel of Healthy Strength. 
  
  
ESCHERCE  
  
A curious Energy that makes up the list of the Legions of Gabriel. Its name comes from Hebrew and 

means “Tie the buckle,” “Tie up the buckle.” 
  
He is called on to obtain peace through the knowledge of truth; to attract wisdom and the revelation of 

hidden mysteries. Those who awake this Virtue in their interior, have a great paranormal power and 

inspiration to control esoteric sciences. 
  
Rulers of the obscure sciences to be able to counteract them through goodness and Light. 
  
He is the Angel of Faith in Braveness, and also one of the 36 Arcana of the Tarot of the Ancient, being 

the Energy of Faith. 



  
  
GADAL  
  
One of Gabriel’s “Servant” Angels whose name is translated from Hebrew as “Great of God.” 
  
If we are able to bring him to our interior and to take communion with his Energy, he opens our mind to 

understand him and take communion with him. 
  
In the same sense, he lets us understand that when we freely accept an agreement or a commitment, 

we also abide by a firm sense of obedience to the initiatic rules that we have contracted voluntarily and 

without coercion, something we should take into account without being capricious. 
  
He is the Angel of Brave Obedience. 
  
  
ITUKALB  
  
One of the Luminous Exhalations that comes from Angel Gabriel. Its name comes from Hebrew and is 

translated as “Acknowledges the Heart easily.” 
  
This Energy is called on to attract spirituality, but with your feet firmly on the ground; to look at the 

horizon but with your mind set on the stars. 
  
It also puts our attention on the opportunities that life provides us in the form of logical risks. Itukalb 

helps us accept and get around those “hazards” that are, definitely, the keys to our success in any 

venture. 
  
He is the Angel of Brave Life. 
  
  
KARKAHITA 
  
The name of this Angel comes from Hebrew and means “Dark room.” He is one of the “Servant” 

Messengers of Gabriel that when is impregnated in our soul, in our interior, makes us a good hearted 

and reliable person, and correct in everything we undertake; full of understanding and altruistic. 
  
This Energy exorcizes the lack of understanding, excessive secrecy, the lack of imagination, the lack of 

self-confidence, the lack of flexibility and the inaccuracies and mistakes in personal daily choices. 
  
The Virtue of Karkahita takes away these inharmonious obscurities from our surroundings and our 

environment. 
  
He is the Angel of the Regeneration of Morals. 
  
  
LAMIDOCH 
  
One of the names of the “Servant” Angels of Gabriel whose name is translated from Hebrew as “Student 

in practice.” 
  
When his sublime Energy touches our heart, it makes us just, benevolent and gifted with compassion 

and equilibrium. 
  
He also makes us be respectful with the Laws of the Universe, making us consider the word “destiny” as 

a synonym of renewal and change. He transforms us into messengers of peace, restorers of the Divine 

Order, and strongholds of the Re-evolution. 
  
He is the Angel of Strengthened Love. 
  
  
 

 



LAYAMON  
  
Name of a Messenger whose Hebrew etymology is translated as “The Day will come,” and whose 

Energy is one of the Luminous Aspects of Angel Gabriel. 
  
When he touches with his firm breath our mind and heart, he makes us be alert, attentive in the quest 

for Truth, balanced in our interior and knowers of the enormous potential we have to protect ourselves 

in the astral level, as we have a subtle spirituality and inspiration. 
  
He is the Angel of the Brave Spiritual Fire. 
  
  
LEIRBAG 
  
One of the Luminous Exhalations of Angel Gabriel. 
  
This name comes from Hebrew and is translated as “Infinite Food” or “Never-ending Delicacy.” As 

a curiosity, it’s the name of Gabriel reversed. 
  
This Energy is called on to fill the aura with peace and to reflect honesty through nobility, authority and 

reputation. 
  
He makes us loyal to our promises and oaths, giving us loyalty, frankness, honour, diligence, courage, 

perseverance and constancy. 
  
He is the Angel of Harmonious Commitments. 
  
  
LUMECH 
  
This incomparable Virtue, adequately called on, grants moderation in the art of speech, self-control, 

patience and equilibrium between the spiritual and the material world. 
  
The people “touched” by this Angel of the Legions of Gabriel are gifted with intelligence, imagination, 

maturity and control over their ego; they are harmonious with their families and friends, gaining 

everyone’s respect in those environments. 
  
His name comes from Hebrew and is translated to English as “Is Poor.” 
  
He is the Angel of Strengthened Patience and his Energy vibrates with strong orange. 
  
  
MAMONIEL 
  
This Angelic Energy grants us the gift of propagating new and surprising ideas, he facilitates our discovery 

of secrets and symbols of Nature and its powers; to find the reason for our existence when we sometimes 

lose faith; and specially, he provides us with the necessary patience and the ability to timely restore it. 
  
His name comes from Hebrew and is translated as “Educated by God’s Hand.” 
  
He is the Angel of Optimum Sensibility. 
  
  
MEOROD 
  
One of the Angels that belong to the Legions of Gabriel whose Hebrew name 

means “Pressure, Hurry” or also “Affable.” 
  
If we are able to bring him to our interior and take communion with him, he will grant us a great 

inventiveness and the ability to propagate favourable ideas daily that will bring us to good end. This 

impeccability in daily tasks can also bring about our relevance and success by cause of our actions. 
  



The Virtue of Meorod provides optimum abilities, success and stability both at a spiritual and a financial 

level. He protects against pride, defamation, adversities, and helps us overcome our weaknesses. 
  
He is the Angel of Brave Happiness. 
  
  
MUZIEL 
  
One of the Angels that belong to the Legions of Gabriel whose name in Hebrew means “Exporter of 

God.” 
  
If we are able to bring him to our interior and take communion with him, he makes us live every day in 

a very special way, making us active, just and worthy of promotion in our occupations. 
  
The rising of the soul that this Virtue grants also affords us calmness and good judgment in the face of 

adversities. Muziel also helps us understand very easily all the situations that life puts before us, granting 

us the gift of strength in our commitments. 
  
He is the Angel of Vigour in Commitments. 
  
  
OR 
  
Name of one of the Angels that make up the Legions of Angel Gabriel whose translation from Hebrew 

means “Light, Fire, Gold.” 
  
When this curious Energy awakens our conscience, it shows us the true and very special Mystic Path we 

should follow because of our karma, or in other words, the Mystic Branch in which we should position 

ourselves. 
  
He is the Angel of Committed Service, which vibrates with red and white, joined but not mixed. 
  
  
PACOR 
  
This matchless Virtue of the Legions of Gabriel, if we know how to call on it adequately, grants equilibrium 

in our individual instincts, solid initiatives and perseverance. It shows us the guidelines of a transparent 

existence full of happiness, making us behave in a perceptive and balanced manner, which will make our 

initiatives be successful. 
  
Its name comes from Hebrew and is translated to English as “Crossed, Tight.” 
  
He is the Angel of Brave Action. 
  
  
PANCIA 
  
One of the Luminous Exhalations that emanate from Angel Gabriel. Its name comes from Hebrew and is 

translated as “Doubt, Hesitate.” 
  
This Energy is called on to reject competitiveness and quarrels. We must always consider that difficult 

moments happen with the only purpose of making us grow. 
  
Pancia grants us the knowledge necessary to understand and do the most difficult tasks or processes, 

filling us with charisma and magnetism. 
  
He is the Angel of Brave Tenacity. 
  
  
PONCOR 
  
Angel of the Legions of Gabriel whose name comes from Hebrew and is translated as “Hesitate in the 

Measure.” 



  
If we are able to bring him to our heart, he makes us be generous, work in the public interest, 

compassionate, tactful, and clever to grasp the thoughts of the people that surround us. 
  
This Virtue is called on as a protection for our good name and fortune. It is also called on in case of 

vocational doubts or to discover new paths on this particular. 
  
He is the Angel of Brave Openness. 
  
  
RIKOKIR 
  
Name of one of the Angels that make up the Legions of Gabriel and whose translation from Hebrew 

means “Hollow Wall,” “Empty Wall.” 
  
When this curious Energy “touches” our conscience it makes us great transmuters, protecting and 

encouraging the people that surround us with new ideas and ideals. 
  
It grants us sympathy, kindness, enthusiasm and the virtue of pronouncing in a controlled manner what 

we think without disguise or doubtful manners. 
  
It also makes us forgive sensibly and without hard feelings those who try to harm us. 
  
This Messenger is usually called on to have a good memory and retention. 
  
He is the Angel of Brave Deeds and of clear memories. 
  
  
SCAVER 
  
Name of one of the Angels that make up the Legions of Gabriel whose translation from Hebrew 

means “Abide by Shortage.” 
  
When we are “touched” by this curious Energy we will be more Conscious; we will have a discreet 

personality, we will be strong, sagacious, spiritual and happy in our interior. It will also grant us the 

blessing of knowing how to put ourselves in the place of others to better understand them. 
  
It is also called on to favour our fellowmen making them, in the manifestation of their spirituality, have 

brotherly and merciful feelings towards the abandoned people. 
  
The Virtue of Scaver also grants us the adequate charisma for a better relationship with the opposite 

sex. 
  
He is the Angel of the Committed Luminosity. 
  
  
SILAT 
  
Name of a Messenger whose Hebrew translation means “High Spell.” His Energy is one of the Luminous 

Aspects of Angel Gabriel. 
  
When he touches our mind and heart with his determined breath, he makes us harmonious in our 

personality, balancing what is spiritual and material. He also grants us a bright vision of the world that 

surrounds us and its laws to be able to advance in what we propose ourselves. 
  
His Virtue grants that we follow the impulse of our heart, and with intuition, to be and behave humbly 

so as to be able to transmit our knowledge and wisdom acquired on our Path. 
  
He is the Angel of Vocational Progress. 
  
  
 

 



THEODONIEL 
  
One of the names that, according to the Book of Samahel, make up the Legions of Angel Gabriel. It has 

a Hebrew etymology and means “God judges its Theophany.” 
  
Its name (convened through a particular prayer) is used to boost the healing and positive effect of 

medicinal plants. 
  
He is also begged upon to increase intuition, to know how to “see” and interpret Nature, and to attain 

boldness in the activities related with Medicine in all its aspects. 
  
He is the Angel, of course, of Medicine that abides by natural principles. 
  
  
TINARMES 
  
This Angelic Energy grants us the necessary braveness to decipher the symbolic messages and 

revelations. It favours the manifestation of the unconscious through slight details by way of music, ballet, 

literature, philosophy and everything related with the Arts. 
  
He is convened to generate a deep friendship and to understand the spiritual sciences. 
  
He is the Angel of Spiritualist Beauty. 
  
His name comes from Hebrew and means “Hard, heavy Rock.” 
  
  
VELOAS 
  
Angel of the Legions of Gabriel whose name comes from Hebrew and is translated as “Hope so.” 
  
When we are able to bring him to our heart, he grants us a great common sense manifested in every 

aspect of our life through prudence, wisdom and dignity. 
  
Veloas is called on to overcome chaotic situations thanks to the Luminous ideas that can appear 

suddenly; also to exorcise insecurity, shyness and mental or psychic ruin. 
  
He is the Angel of Strengthened Calmness. 
  
  
ZAZAY 
  
One of the names that according to the Book of Samahel make up the Legions of Angel Gabriel. 
  
Its etymology is unclear and we are afraid we can’t provide a clear translation. Nevertheless, I’ve taken 

the liberty to propose a concept that is similar phonetically; it’s Tsi-tsai, a cabbalistic term used in China 

centuries before the Hebrew cabbalists adopted other terms from Chaldea and Egypt. 
  
In this sense, the term Tsi-tsai would mean “The Existing on its own.” Zazay helps us free ourselves 

from our internal enemies, that are sometimes worse than those we consider our external enemies; he 

also grants us clarity of expression in the face of opponents, inspiration in prayers and speeches, and 

enhances the mystic feelings and meditation. 
  
He is the angel of Brave and Efficient Action. 
  
  
ZETACHIEL 
  
Curious Luminous Energy that according to the Book of the 2000 pages, belongs to the Legions of Angel 

Gabriel. 
  



Its name comes from Hebrew and is translated to English as “Arrogant Chamber.” Those who are able 

to attract this Light to their interior (with the condition that they have freed themselves from pride and 

the ego) will be gifted with great spiritual power, and also power of discernment and maturity. 
  
Zetachiel is called on to acquire analytical intelligence and to find specific answers within the concepts 

that different religions offer us, to be able to understand why and how the world and man’s reality is as 

it is. 
  
He is the Angel of Strengthened Power.  

  

LEGIONS OF ANGEL RAPHAEL 
  
  
In the Book of Samahel (page 1311 of the original manuscript) they are also called “Servants of Raphael.” 
  
These Messengers are Energies of Healing, Medicine and Health, and they interact with human beings in 

numerous aspects, both material and spiritual; when they are brought to our interior, they make the 

Walker behave as a healer, giving from his interior to the exterior an irradiating torrent of Health in three 

levels: body, mind and spirit. 
  
These Angelic names are also included in the “Crystal Book” or “Book of Raphael” (unpublished and 

included in the A.D.A.M.A. Diary). 
  
The Book of Samahel includes the names of sixty-six, although according to other texts already 

mentioned they are more. 
  
We indicate the most important ones: 
  
ADAKARA, AEKOR, AKESEKA, AKOROKA, AMDOSI, ARAKADA, ARUMOF, ASMO, ASTROPOLIM, ATOREE, 

BARIOH, BEBER, BETEM, BUAH, CHAIAH, DAREMAK, EBIBE, EEROTA, ELEON, ELMINIMA, EMERE, 

ENEXHEXETON, ERAOSE, ERHASE, ERIGO, ESAHRE, ESOARE, FOMURA, GIROLAM, HAPPIR, HAROSTEM, 

HOIRAB, IHUA, IRAPE, ISOAMA, KADAKET, KAMEAD, KILIK, LABIO, LEAFAR, MARORIK, MEHCER, METEB, 

METSORAH, OGIRE, OIBAL, OINIGRIS, ORIKAMO, PARAOP, PRERAI, RECHEM, REGAN, REHBED, RIPAH, 

ROGAMOS, ROKEA, SIRAPLA, SIRGIANO, SITUR, SOELE, SOMAGOR, TAKADAK, TARAG, TENET, 

TSARAAT, UPALA, and ZADIOEL. 
  
  

TABLE of the LEGIONS of RAPHAEL 

ADAKARA 
  

Healthy Respect. 
Collaboration in solving problems. Rejects palaver and deception. 

AEKOR Healthy Power. 
Floods negative energies, protecting us against astral poisons. 

AKESEKA 
  

Healthy Service. 
Help on our part against poverty, diseases and injustice according 

to our possibilities. 
AKOROKA 
  

Healing Music. 
Regeneration and relaxation for people, animals and plants. 

AMDOSI 
  

Healing Sensibility. 
Against neck, throat and backbone illnesses. 

ARAKADA 
  

Healing Silence. 
Takes away the harmful energies of false “healers.” To heal you 

have to be “healthy.” 
ARUMOF 
  

Healing Openness. 
Mitigates intestinal, abdominal and feminine reproductive system 

illnesses. 
ASMO 
  

Healthy Concentration. 
For head and face diseases, putting your hands on the area or on 

the medicines. 
ASTROPOLIM 
  

Healthy Order. 
To energize food or medicines. Knowledge of the cycles of Nature 

and the Cosmos. 



ATOREE Healthy Harmony. 
Helps to fight our Shadows so the soul is filled with Light, attaining 

equilibrium, Health and Love. 
BARIOH 
  

Healing Wisdom. 
Peace and calmness for those declared terminally ill, for a natural 

transition. 
BEBER 
  

Active Healing. 
Healing of skin eczemas, skin allergies, etc. Its mantram energizes 

medication. 
BETEM 
  

Healthy Peace. 
Psychosomatic diseases, consolation when loved ones pass away. 

Intestinal diseases. 
BUAH 
  

Healthy Thought. 
Purity in thoughts and actions. 

CHAIAH 
  

Healthy Prophetic Gift. 
Cautious in prophetic interpretations, understanding of their 

“messages.” 
DAREMAK 
  

Healthy Tenacity. 
Humility and patience. Learning of what is negative. 

EBIBE 
  

Healing Generosity. 
Health and/or healing of sex organs, reproductive system and 

rectum. 
EEROTA 
  

Healthy Teaching. 
Virtue for teaching and balanced speech. 

ELEOS 
  

Healthy Luminosity. 
Helps that emotions don’t interfere with our commitments. 

ELMINIMA 
  

Healing Calmness. 
Calms down lower back and diaphragm diseases. 

EMERE 
  

Healthy Collaboration. 
Against diseases in ankles, shinbone, and circulatory system. Urgent 

collaboration. 
ENEXHEXETON 
  

Healthy Calmness. 
Recovery of lost objects, of memory or to increase it. 

ERAOSE 
  

Healthy Friendship. 
Discernment of the friends that surround us, if they are positive or 

not in the paths of our Learning. 
ERHASE 
  

Healing Arts. 
Exorcises traumas, depressions, phobias through artistic 

expression. 
ERIGO 
  

Healing Conscience. 
Grants braveness, activity, ability to help others. Exorcises laziness, 

repression and victim mentality. 
ESAHRE 
  

Healthy Inspiration. 
Attracts progress, inspiration and ability to position subordinates in 

their best place. 
ESOARE 
  

Healthy Gain. 
Eliminates plagues in fruit trees to obtain an optimum harvest. 

FOMURA 
  

Healthy Life. 
Helps to lead a healthy life related with food, speech, actions and 

attitudes. 
GIROLAM 
  

Healthy Self-love. 
Understanding of some diseases such as somatisation of fears, 

remorse, anguish... 
HAPPIR 
  

Healed Friendship. 
Restores terminated friendships, broken or degraded relationships. 

HAROSTEM 
  

Peaceful Healing. 
Self-healing. Against hands, arms, lungs and nervous system 

illnesses. 
HOIRAB 
  

Healing Dialogue. 
Takes away problems in hips, thighs and liver. 

 



IHUA 
  

Progress in Health. 
Remission of diseases caused by drug abuse. Grants decisiveness, 

self-esteem and abnegation. 
IRAPE 
  

Healing Speech. 
Against skin and lymphatic system diseases. 

ISOAMA 
  

Healthy Happiness. 
Grants happy experiences, simplicity, gentleness, respect for 

relationships and personal harmony. 
KADAKET 
  

Healthy Concentration. 
Concentration, memory and easy speech. 

KAMEAD 
  

Heeling Deeds. 
Improvement in knees, skin, bone and joint diseases. 

KILIK 
  

Healthy Patience. 
Makes us patient and kind with those that offend us, “disarming” 

them. 
LABIO 
  

Healing Obedience. 
Grants the will to accept medications, treatments and/or diets 

against a disease. 
LEAFAR 
  

Healing Calmness. 
Grants the ability to hear others, to think before acting and 

discernment in our judgements. 
MARORIK 
  

Healing Action. 
Against chest, stomach and digestive system ailments. 

MEHCER 
  

Immaculate Studies. 
Recommended for those that study or teach. 

METEB 
  

Progress in Health. 
Quick healing of bone fractures both in people and animals. 

METSORAH 
  

Health. 
Against ailments related with injuries, burns, skin and scalp 

problems. 
OGIRE 
  

Healing Peace. 
Calmness and peace as catalysts for healing. 

OIBAL 
  

Healing Friendship. 
Against bulimia and anorexia. Grants self-esteem, understanding 

and liberty. 
OINIGRIS 
  

Pain Relief. 
Against headache, toothache, earache and eye pain. 

ORIKAMO 
  

Healthy Meditation. 
Makes us capable of not hurting others being conscious of the 

collateral effects of our harmful comments. 
PARAOP 
  

Healthy Beauty. 
Vigour and health for the plant kingdom, especially for edible plants. 

PRERAI 
  

Energetic Medicine. 
Restores healthy cells and immunizes the physical body, especially 

after an aggressive treatment due to a serious illness. 
RECHEM 
  

Healing Deeds. 
Preserves the heart, back and backbone. 

REGAN 
  

Healing Happiness. 
Takes away energies of quarrel, gossip and criticism so as to avoid 

suffering. 
REHBED 
  

Healthy Kindness. 
Kindness and ability to calm down conflicts or tense actions. 

RIPAH 
  

Healthy Motivation. 
Frees us from vain people, helping us to be constant, sensible and 

consistent. 
ROGAMOS 
  

Healthy Separation. 
Accepting that sometimes separation is an act of love, helps us to 

accept it. 
ROKEA 
  

Healthy Strength. 
Strengthens body and mind after convalescence. 

 



SIRAPLA 
  

Healthy Generosity. 
Makes us open-handed, generous, altruistic and noble. Takes away 

selfishness, stinginess and meanness. 
SIRGIONO 
  

Healthy Faith. 
Grants confidence, security and loyalty between groups, friends and 

relatives. Takes away distrust and infidelity. 
SITUR 
  

Healthy Will. 
Provides the will to do the actions that grant us happiness and 

vitality in our path. Takes away self-compassion, melancholy. 
SOELE 
  

Healthy Intelligence. 
Prevents an unjust hurry in our judgements. Exorcises 

disagreements, unconsciousness and ignorance. 
SOMAGOR 
  

Healthy Vigour. 
Takes away timidity and lack of decision, granting braveness in the 

face of difficulties. 
TAKADAK 
  

Healthy Feeding. 
Helps in medication through dietetics and phototherapy. 

TARAG 
  

Healthy and Correct Politics. 
Makes us fit for humanism, politics and leadership. 

TENET 
  

Healthy Activity. 
Alleviates inactivity and laziness. Grants encouragement and action. 

TSARAAT 
  

Healthy and Luminous Intelligence. 
Helps us to use our intelligence in an unproud and healthy manner. 

UPALA 
  

Intuition. 
Provides an intuitive ability to see the signs of “our Path.” Exorcises 

separation, backwardness and loneliness. 
ZADIOEL 
  

Healthy and Coherent Liberty. 
Against abuse of power, mental control and attachment to leaders 

or sects. 
  
   
ADAKARA 
  
Name of an Angel of the Legions of Raphael that means “Call the Vapour.” 
 

This Luminous Energy is called on to expel palaver, fraud, deception, provocation and lack of dialogue. 
  
Adakara vibrates with the perfume of the nutmeg (used as incense powder over charcoal) attracting 

spontaneous collaboration, help and peaceful communication with the aim of solving problems and 

misunderstandings. 
  
He is the Angel of Healthy Respect. 
  

 AEKOR 

 This Luminous Energy that belongs to the Legions of Raphael is translated from the Hebrew verb Ekor, 
that means “Mar or Upset.” 

  

Aekor is called on with the aim of flooding any kind of obscure energy that has been cast on individuals 

to make them sick, upset them, and create lack of self-esteem or depressions. 

  

His name is in itself an exorcism that can be repeated as a mantram, visualizing a pink colour, and if we 

burn a mixture of 50% myrrh and 50% olibanum on Saturdays, he will protect us of astral poisons.  
  
He is the Angel of Healthy Power. 
  



  

AKESEKA  

Name of one of the many Luminous “Servants” of Angel Raphael. He is also known as AKESERA, that in 
Hebrew means “Put me up” or also “Lodge.”  

When he is brought to the interior of the soul and impregnates it with his light, he gives us another 

point of view about poverty, disease, social injustice and the needs of the others, and that by cause of 

this, we promise to help according to our possibilities to satisfy their needs.  

He is the Angel of Healthy Service, and vibrates with the perfume of broom and with saffron orange. 

 AKESERA  

Name of an Angel of the Legions of Raphael that is also known by the name of AKESEKA. 
  
  
AKOROKA 
  
Angel of the Legions of Rafael whose Hebrew name is translated as “An extraordinary Chord.” 
  
When his Energy vibrates in keeping with human beings, it makes them distinguish healing music from 

music that is only useful to be heard vaguely. 
  
It’s well known that certain pieces of music and harmonic rhythms can improve the quality of life of sick 

people. These are melodies, chords and rhythms that have a very positive relaxing effect on people, 

animals and plants, even achieving that we recover from certain diseases or that affected organs 

regenerate their cells.  
  
Akoroka is the Angel of the Healing Music and vibrates with the perfume of fresh mint. 

  

AMDOSI  

This Luminous Energy that belongs to the Legions of Raphael is translated from Hebrew as “Central 
Column”, “Main Man.”  

Amdosi is called on with the aim of healing ailments related with the neck, throat and backbone. Its 

name is in itself a mantram that is used over the sick organs or over the medicines related with them. 

The colour that corresponds to this Energy is ocean green, and its perfume, the perfume of almonds.   
  
He is the Angel of the Healing Sensibility.  

  

ARAKADA  

The Hebrew meaning of this name is “Dispossess of Reverence,” being one of the many Angels that 
make up the Legions of Raphael.  

He is especially called on to take away from our surroundings the harmful energetic interferences that 

cause certain people, which full of arrogance and pride, claim to be “healers”: “To heal you must be 

Healthy,” as is the saying.  

Arakada is the Angel of the Healing Silence; of the “miracle” without fuss, crafty tricks, propaganda, or 
appeals.  

He vibrates with electric blue, with the scent of the “lillium,” and his Energy is attracted with the 
perfume of honey. 



  

  

ARUMOF  

The name of this Angel of the Legions of Raphael comes from Hebrew and is translated 
as “Tribulation.”  

His Virtue, duly called on, relieves or heals diseases related with the intestines, the abdomen and the 

feminine reproductive system. This Healing Light is attracted with the scent and the flavour of the 

medlar, and with reddish orange, on Wednesday.  

He is the Angel of the Healing Openness.  

ASMO  

Angel of the Legions of Raphael whose Hebrew name can be translated as “Fault.”  

When human beings vibrate in keeping with his Energy, it makes them heal quickly from all illnesses 

related with the head and the face; for this, we will repeat his name as a mantram putting our hands 
over the sick portion of the body, or over the prescribed medicines.  

He is the Angel of Healthy Concentration, which vibrates with vivid red and the perfume of lemons or 

other citrus fruits. 
  
  
ASTROPOLIM 
  
One of the numerous Servant Angels of Raphael, also known by the name of Astropoli. His name comes 

from Greek and is translated as “Heavenly Bodies” or “Many Heavenly Bodies.” 
  
When his Virtue takes Communion with the Walker, it draws his attention to the planetary aspects and 

to the surrounding Nature, that inevitable marks the biorhythms and the correct Moon phases, both for 

human healing and for plants care, their seeding and pruning. 
  
Astropolim also helps us to know how to energize the items and products used in Medicine and healing. 
  
He is the Angel of Healthy Order, and is attracted with the perfume of apricots. 
  
  
ATOREE 
  
Angel of the Legions of Rafael whose Hebrew name is translated as “Localize your Light.” 
  
When his Energy vibrates in keeping with human beings, it makes them conscious that once they have 

discovered their “shadows,” they must fight them with Consciousness and free themselves gradually 

until they are emptied of their influence. Once freed of these obscurities, the soul can fill itself with the 

Light it needs to Walk the path of Equilibrium, Health and Love.  

He is the Angel of Healthy Harmony.  

BARIOH  

His name comes from Hebrew and is translated as “Son of Ioh” (Ioh is one of God’s names), although 
it can also be translated as a Hebrew verb. In this case, it would mean “Informed” or “Known.”  

This Angel is one of the sixty-six that make up the Legions of Rafael, and is called on to give peace and 

tranquillity to those declared terminally ill with the aim they do the “transition to Life” in a natural and 
peaceful manner, without fear or attachment to this life.  



He is the Angel of the Healing Wisdom, which vibrates with the perfume of nards, and blue and gold 
colour. 

 BEBER  

His names comes from Hebrew and is translated to English as “When Purifying or Cleaning.”  

This Angel is one of the sixty-six, that according to the Book of Samahel and the Crystal Book, make 

up the Legions of Raphael, being called on for a quick healing of the skin, as allergic eczemas, 

dermatitis, dermographism, skin allergies, etc. His name, repeated as a mantram over the sick person, 
or over the medications he takes, will have the power of energizing them.  

This Virtue vibrates with mint perfume, olive green colour and the flavour of the Aloe used on 
Wednesday.  

He is the Angel of Active Healing.  

BETEM 
  
Its Hebrew meaning is “The Internal Parts,” being one of the Angels that make up the Legions of 

Angel Raphael. His Energy is attracted with the perfume of lemon mixed with clove. 
  
He is called on to take away psychosomatic diseases, to encourage the grief-stricken and to comfort a 

person who has lost a relative. Also, to relieve intestinal diseases. 
  
He is the Angel of Healthy Peace. 
  
  
BUAH 
  
One of the numerous “Servant” Angels of Raphael whose Hebrew name can be translated as “To Clean.” 
  
When his Virtue takes communion with the Walker, it makes him pure in his thoughts and actions, pure 

in his speech and gentle when he advises or corrects someone. 
  
He is the Angel of Healthy Thought and is attracted with the perfume of apples. 
  
  
CHAIAH 
  
Name of one of the Luminous “Servants” of Angel Raphael. This name has a Hebrew etymology and is 

translated as “Life of God.” When he is brought to the interior of the Walker, he makes him be cautious 

in his prophetic, oniric and intuitive interpretations. 
  
It is known that the authentic prophecies, normally encrypted, are difficult to decipher correctly and 

timely. Nevertheless, although they have these features, some people don’t hesitate to adapt them to 

their own convenience. We speak of ill-minded “gurus,” of incompetent people and of manipulators of 

historical and religious circumstances of any kind. 
  
It’s wise to wait till any type of prophecy is fulfilled in due time, in its whole, without failing in any 

concept, to acknowledge it was true Divine inspiration. 
  
Chaiah is the Angel of the Healthy Prophetic Gift. 
  
  
DAREMAK 
  
Name of an Angel whose translation is “Humble Mother-of-Pearl” and whose Energy is one of the 

aspects of Angel Raphael. 
  



When he is brought to the interior of human beings, he teaches us how to be as humble as an oyster, 

that patiently and silently wraps the impurity (evil) with mother-of-pearl until it’s transformed into a 

pearl. The Initiate must learn from everything negative and this Energy will dwell in his heart. 
  
He is the Angel of Healthy Tenacity. 
  
  
EBIBE 
  
Angel of the Legions of Raphael whose name is translated from Latin as “Use up, Consume.” 
  
When the individual vibrates in keeping with its Energy, his sex organs, rectum and reproductive system 

become healthy; so his name is convened to heal ailments related with these organs. Ebibe vibrates with 

greenish-purple and with the scent of ripe figs (*).  

He is the Angel of the Healing Generosity.  

*NOTE= For these scents, it’s sufficient that these fruits are towards the East, in the place where the censer is situated. In these 

cases, it’s not necessary to burn them or to use their essence. Inhale their scent occasionally putting them near your nostrils.  

EEROTA 

Angel of the Legions of Rafael that grants the virtue of wise talkativeness, skilful teaching and balanced 

expression and writing.  

This Energy vibrates with turquoise blue and the essence or perfume of pines. 
  
He is the Angel of Healthy Teaching. 
  
  
ELEOS 
  
Angel of the Legions of Raphael whose Hebrew name is translated as “Still and Calm Water.” 
  
When his Energy penetrates in us, it avoids that our emotions hinder our ability to think or discern 

correctly when we have to accept or reject the choices that are put before us, and the commitments of 

life.  

He is the Angel of Healthy Luminosity.  

ELMINIMA  

One of the many Angels that make up the Legions of Raphael. His name comes from Latin and 
means “Very little.”  

Its Energy is attracted with the scent of nuts and ochre (reddish-yellow) and his name, repeated as a 

mantram, will soothe any illnesses related with the lower back and the diaphragm. 
  
He is the Angel of the Healing Calmness.  
  
EMERE 
  
Angel of the Legions of Raphael whose name comes from Latin, “Deserve,” or from 

Hebrew, “Think, Imagine.” 
  
This Luminous Energy is usually called on to heal or treat diseases related with the ankles, the shinbone 

and the circulatory system. He is also convened to increase the cooperation of people when any purpose 

requires their urgent collaboration. This Virtue is attracted with the scent of whisky and earth-yellow 

colour. 
  
He is the Angel of Healthy Collaboration. 
  



  
ENEXHEXETON 
  
One of the “Servants” of Angel Raphael whose Virtue makes us remember where we have lost something 

so as to be able to recover it. It also helps us to recover our memory and increase our retention. 
  
He is attracted with the perfume of the cardamom, light purple and the flavour of clove (*). About the 

root of his name, all we can say is that its patronymic comes from Greek, although we don’t know the 

exact translation; we ask our readers for help, encouraging them to send their conclusions about a 

possible translation to this web site. Many thanks. 
  
He is the Angel of Healthy Peace. 
  
*NOTE= In these cases, taste it occasionally; having one of these fruits, flavours or spices on the altar, in the West (next to the 
rose water). 
  
  
ERAOSE 
  
His name comes from Hebrew and is translated to English as “Dare to Harvest.” This Angel is one of 

the sixty-six that make up the Legions of Raphael. 
  

He can be convened to assure us we have an enriching friendship (for us or the group), or on the 

contrary, it hinders, discourages, bleeds dry or harms our peaceful and balanced way along the paths 
of Learning, Morality and Liberty.  

He is the Angel of Healthy Friendship, which vibrates or is attracted towards our soul through magenta 
colour and the perfume of the aloysia. 

ERHASE  

One of the numerous Servant Angels of Raphael whose name is translated from Hebrew 
as “Pour, Spill until empty.”  

When the Walker takes Communion with this Virtue, it empties his interior of all traumas, depression 

or ailments by means of giving expression to all his fears, phobias or problems in drawings, paintings 

or sculptures, arts that are highly therapeutic for certain somatised diseases.  

He is the Angel of the Healing Arts and is attracted with the perfume of roses, incense or sandalwood 
indistinctly, and with apple green or pastel green.  

ERIGO  

Angel of the Legions of Raphael whose Latin name is translated as “Standing up, Erect.”  

When the individual vibrates in keeping with his Energy, it makes him a courageous, brave, active 

being, able to do any task or job, conscious about his role in this world; dynamic, diligent and efficient 
when help is needed where he is asked for it or he knows by intuition.  

Erigo exorcises laziness, incompetence, irresponsibility, repression and victim mentality.  

He is the Angel of the Healing Conscience.  

He vibrates with the scent of coffee and amber colour, and is usually convened on Thursday.  
  
ESAHRE 
  
Name of an Angel of the Legions of Raphael that means in Hebrew “Inspiration.” 
  



This Luminous Energy is called on to attract progress in any job, ability to take advantage of the many 

personal qualities that the human being manages, and inspiration to offer subordinates the place that 

adequately belongs to them and where they will perform optimally.   

He is, logically, the Angel of Healthy Inspiration. 

ESOARE  

The name of this curious Energy that belongs to the Legions of Rafael comes from the Latin root ESOA-

, that in English means “Food, Meal.”  

This Angel is called on with the aim of eliminating the plagues that affect fruit trees so as to obtain an 

excellent harvest. Its Virtue vibrates with light greenish-blue and with the scent of the pomegranate.  
  
He is the Angel of Healthy Gain.  
  
FOMURA 
  
Angel of the Legions of Angel Raphael whose Hebrew name is translated as “Master I am.” 
  
When his Energy vibrates in keeping with the individual, it makes his life take a healthy direction, be it 

in speech, deeds, attitudes and even by eating balanced food that will heal his body. 
  
He is the Angel of Healthy Life.  
  
GIROLAM 
  
One of the many Luminous Servants of Angel Raphael whose name is translated from Hebrew as “Dwell 

in the World.”  

When he vibrates in the interior of the Walker, he grants him the ability and braveness to look into his 

heart, and in this sense, to discover that many of the illnesses his suffers (not all) are really 
somatisations of deep-rooted fears, anguish, remorse, hate and resentment.  

Its Virtue is attracted with benzoin incense mixed 50-50% with olibanum, and its colour is lilac.  
  
He is the Angel of Healthy Self-love.  
  
HAPPIR 
  
This curious Energy that belongs to the Legions of Raphael is translated from Hebrew as “Smash to 

Smithereens, Break.” 
  
This Angel is called on to restore a terminated friendship, or broken or degraded relationships. Its Virtue 

vibrates with the scent of cherries and saffron colour, and can be convened on Tuesday.  

He is the Angel of Healed Friendship.  

HAROSTEM  

One of the many Servant Angels of Raphael whose name is translated from Hebrew as “Footstool (of 

them).”  

When the Walker takes communion with this Virtue, he is given the grace of self-healing, and even, of 

healing other’s illnesses related with the hands, arms, lungs and nervous system. The colour that attracts 

it is ash or silver gray, and the perfume of the damascene rose.   

He is the Angel of Peaceful Healing.  

HOIRAB  



This Luminous Energy that belongs to the Legions of Raphael is translated from Hebrew and 
means “To Distance from the Father.”  

This Angel is called on to relieve or heal ailments related with the hips, thighs and liver. Its name 
vibrates with the perfume and the flavour of artichokes and marian thistles, and with celestial blue.  

He is the Angel of the Healing Dialogue.  

IHUA 

Its name in Hebrew means “Create, Do,” being one of the Angels that make up the Legions of 

Raphael.  

Its Energy is attracted with the perfume of grapes, and with ochre colour. He is called on to make us 

progress satisfactorily when healing from any diseases caused by drug abuse, both hard and soft drugs. 

He grants decisiveness, self-esteem and abnegation.   

He is the Angel of Progress in Health.  

IRAPE 

One of the many Luminous Servants of Angel Raphael whose name is translated from Hebrew 
as “Progressive Respect.”  

When the human being retains Irape in his interior, this angel frees him from ailments related with the 

skin and the lymphatic system. The balm of his Energy will be attracted by repeating constantly his 

name, visualizing a turquoise-blue colour and with the scent of nutmeg.  

He is the Angel of the Healing Speech.  
  
ISOAMA 
  
The name of this Angel of the Legions of Raphael is translated from Hebrew as “What a 

Victory!” or “What Happiness!” 
  
Its Virtue, duly convened, grants us happy experiences, talks that produce happy actions, a gentle and 

simple personality without affectation. Beauty in conversations, respect in human relations, intelligence 

in decisions, and harmony in our personal appearance. 
  
He is the Angel of Healthy Happiness.  
  
KADAKET 
  
Also called Kadakat, the name of this Angel of the Legions of Raphael is translated from Hebrew 

as “Vertigo,” “Dizziness.” 
  
Its Virtue duly called on grants us concentration, attention, memory and a way with words. Its Energy 

is attracted with the flavour of cane sugar and some drops of orange, with ochre and the perfume of 

gray amber (*). 
  
He is the Angel of Healthy Concentration.   
  
*NOTE= An artificial substitute for gray amber exists nowadays that is called Ambarol. 

  

KAMEAD  

One of the numerous Servant Angels of Raphael whose name is translated as “As Witness.”  



When we take healing Communion with this Virtue, it makes us get better from diseases and ailments 

related with the knees, skin, bones and joints. For this to happen, according to the manuscript of the 

Order of Raphael, the name of this Virtue must be used as a mantram while we put our hands over the 

hurting part or over the medicines that relieve the pain. The colour for Kamead is green. 
  
He is the Angel of the Healing Deeds. 
  
  
KILIK 
  
Name of one of the Luminous “Servants” of Angel Raphael whose Hebrew name can be translated 

as “With wrinkles due to age,” that when is in the interior of the Walker, makes us be kind and patient 

with those that query, rebuke, hold us up, or insult us in any way; this way we “disarm” them in their 

audacity illuminating their insult, rebuke, or offence.  

He is the Angel of Healthy Patience.  

LABIO  

One of the numerous “Servant” Angels of Raphael whose name comes from the Hebrew root Lab-, that 

means “You don’t Plough.”  

When its Virtue takes communion with the Walker, it makes him be obedient to diets or reports that 
Medicine has recommended to overcome any physical abnormality caused by any disease.  

It’s known that certain food restrictions (advised by experts) heal many diseases. It’s obvious that not 

abiding by such guidelines, due to lack of will or excessive gluttony, would go against the therapeutic 
plan.  

This Energy vibrates with optical white and the perfume of pumpkins. Its name, repeated as a mantram, 

will give us perseverance in what his Virtue grants.  

He is the Angel of the Healing Obedience.  

LEAFAR  

One of the many Luminous “Servants” of Angel Raphael whose name is translated from Hebrew as “On 

the Contrary, the other Way Round.”  

When Leafar vibrates in the interior of the Walker, he makes him listen instead of talking, think instead 
of talking, correct himself instead of correcting others, or talk instead of judging.  

Its Virtue is attracted with an onyx stuck in a lemon, and with Naples yellow.  

He is the Angel of the Healing Calmness.  

MARORIK  

Name of an Angel of the Legions of Raphael that comes from the Hebrew root Maror-, which 
means “Sour Herb.”  

This Luminous Energy, used as a mantram over the sick person or the medicines he must take, will 

heal him from all ailments related with the breasts, stomach and digestive system. Its Virtue is 

attracted with the scent of rice and orange, and vibrates with apple green joined to broken white.  

He is the Angel of the Healing Action.  
  
MEHCER 
  



This Energy that belongs to the Legions of Raphael is translated from Hebrew 

as “Explain, Clarify, Report.” Convening this Angel is specially recommended for those people whose 

study, teach or clarify texts, books or writings. 
  
The Virtue of Mehcer vibrates with the scent of onyx and styrax, mixed in powder 50-50%, and used as 

incense over a liturgical charcoal. Indigo is its colour and the most adequate day to convene him is on 

Wednesday.  
  
He is the Angel of Immaculate Studies. 
 METEB 
  
His name comes from Hebrew and is translated to English as the verb “Collapse, Fall down.” 
  
This Angel is one of the sixty-six, that according to the Book of Samahel, make up the Legions of Raphael, 

and is called on for a quick healing of any bone fracture, both in humans and in animals. He vibrates 

with the perfume of the cypress, dark green and on Tuesday. 
  
He is the Angel of Progress in Health. 
   
METSORAH 
  
Its name comes from Hebrew and is translated to English as “Wounds” or “Ulcers.” This Angel is one 

of the sixty-six that make up the Legions of Angel Raphael, and is called on to heal all types of ailments 

related with wounds, burns or skin and scalp problems. 
  
His Energy vibrates with the scent of aloe vera (that should never be burnt to attract him), with the 

perfume of myrrh, apple green colour and on Wednesday.  

He is the Angel of Health.  

OGIRE  

The name of this Angel of the Legions of Raphael comes from Hebrew and is translated as “Really.”  

His Virtue, duly convened, grants tranquillity, calmness and the necessary peace to be catalysts with 

the aim of healing those who need us, granting the gift of knowing how to share out his Energy 

reasonably and according to needs.  

This Healing Light is attracted with the scent and flavour of lemon balm, light green and most 

adequately on Monday.   

He is the Angel of the Healing Peace.  

OIBAL  

Angel of the Legions of Raphael whose name comes from Hebrew and means “The Day came.”  

When his Energy is retained in the human soul, it makes us avoid episodes that could take us to 
bulimia or anorexia, as he grants self-confidence, self-esteem, understanding and liberty.  

Those people who already suffer the symptoms of these diseases can attract the Energy of Oibal 
through navy blue and the perfume of watermelons mixed with peaches.  

He is the Angel of the Healing Friendship, and also vibrates with the sound of free water.  

ONOIGRIS  

One of the sixty-six Servants of Angel Raphael whose name is translated from Hebrew as “His Pain is 
Peaceful.”  



Used as a mantram, it relieves headaches, toothaches, earaches and eye pain. He vibrates with pale 
green and the perfume of mint mixed with eucalyptus.   

According to the meaning of his name, he is the Angel of Pain Relief. 

  

  

ORIKAMO  

Angel of the Legions of Raphael whose Hebrew name is translated as “Luminous as is.”  

When his Energy vibrates in keeping with human beings, it takes them to a deep meditation of all their 

actions and speech, with the aim of not hurting anybody or causing collateral effects due to comments, 
strong language, criticism or awful advice.  

This Energy vibrates with light green and the perfume of sage.  

He is the Angel of Healthy Meditation.  
  
PARAOP 
  
The name of this Angel of the Legions of Raphael comes from Hebrew and is translated 

as “Grow, Sprout, Multiply itself.” 
  
This Virtue, duly convened, grants vigour and health to the plant kingdom; especially to legumes, fruit 

trees, and tubers or edible roots. Its Energy is attracted with the scent of tobacco and garlic flower, with 

grass-green colour and during the waxing moon. 
  
He is the Angel of Healthy Beauty.  
  
PRERAI 
  
Its name in Hebrew means “Multiply itself adequately,” being this Angel one of the many that make 

up the Legions of Raphael. 
  
Its Energy is attracted with the perfume of grapefruits. He is especially convened to restore healthy cells 

and immunize the physical body, especially after an aggressive therapy due to a serious illness. The best 

time to call on this Energy is at sunset and faithfully repeating its name as a mantram.  

He is the Angel of Energetic Medicine, and vibrates with strong orange.  

RECHEM  

One of the many Luminous “Servants” of Angel Raphael whose name, translated from Hebrew, 
means “Runner, Sprinter of them.”  

When we bring this Virtue to our interior, it heals and protects our heart and back, and as the Virtue 

of Amdosi, our backbone. 
  
According to the Order of Raphael, if its name is repeated as a mantram while we visualize a golden 

yellow colour and smell the perfume of sunflowers, we will notice a great improvement in our ailments.   

He is the Angel of the Healing Deeds.  

REGAN  

Name of one of the sixty-six Angels, that according to the Crystal Book, make up the Legions of 
Raphael and that translated from Hebrew means “Complain, Mutter, Quarrel.”  



This Luminous Energy is usually convened to move away the dark energies of gossip, destructive criticism 

and disputes, that distort our soul, and after a time, cause our body to suffer the consequences and fall 

ill.  

He is the Angel of the Healing Happiness, which vibrates with the scent of strawberries, mauve colour, 

and on Thursday. 

  

REHBED  

Name of an Angel of the Legions of Raphael that translated from Hebrew 
means “Increase, Multiply, Grow.”  

This Luminous Energy is called on to obtain kindness, words of peace and luminous abilities so as to be 
able to calm down quarrels and tense actions.  

Its Virtue is attracted with the scent of the lemon flower, and vibrates with light magenta and on 
Tuesday.  

He is the Angel of Healthy Kindness.  

RIPAH  

Name of an Angel of the Legions of Raphael whose Hebrew root means “Frivolous.”  

This Luminous Energy is usually called on to move away from our surroundings inconsistent, frivolous, 

vain, shallow and childish people. For these personalities to move away from us, we must be constant, 

sensible and consistent.  

The Crystal Book (inserted in the unpublished part of the A.D.A.M.A. Diary), states we can obtain its 

help with our personal perfume and dark purple, repeating as a mantram the name of this Angelic 
Power.  

He is the Angel of Healthy Motivation. 
   
ROGAMOS 
  
Servant Angel of the Virtue of Raphael whose name comes from Latin, “Rogamus,” which means “Action 

of Requesting.” 
  
This Energy is convened with the aim of making bearable any separation or distancing of beings, people 

or affections. Many times a separation is an act of Love that puts barriers of Conscience across malicious 

and inflexible behaviours or fights if we are able to understand its positive side. 
  
He is the Angel of Healthy Separation, which vibrates with a grass-green colour and the scent of cacao.  
  
ROKEA 
  
When we refer in Hebrew to a “general ailment” we use the word “rokea,” that is also the name of an 

Angel of the Legions of Raphael, according to the Book of Samahel. 
  
This Energy is normally convened to strengthen body and mind after convalescence, with the purpose of 

being fit to lead a normal life.  

He is the Angel of Healthy Strength, which vibrates with intense yellow.  

SIRAPLA 

Name of one the Luminous “Servants” of Angel Raphael. This name comes from Hebrew and is 
translated as “Pay the Boat.”  



When this Virtue is brought to the interior of the Walker, it makes him generous, open-handed, 

magnanimous, altruistic, and noble. 
  
Sirapla is called on to set aside selfishness, stinginess, and meanness. He vibrates with pastel pink and 

the scent and flavour of strawberries. 
  

He is the Angel of Healthy Generosity. 

SIRGIONO  

Its name comes from Hebrew and is translated to English as “Explore the Narrow Pass or 
Valley.” He is one of the sixty-six angels that make up the Legions of Raphael.  

His Luminous Energy grants confidence, reputation, security, assertiveness and loyalty to groups, 

friends and families.  

Used as a mantram, he sets aside distrust, doubt and unfaithfulness. He is the Angel of Healthy Faith, 

which vibrates or is attracted to our soul by means of golden yellow and the perfume of gray amber, or 

if we don’t have it available, Ambarol burnt as incense.  
  
SITUR 
  
Name of one of the Angelic “Servants” of Angel Raphael whose Hebrew meaning is “Secret.” 
  
This Virtue is convened to acquire the necessary Will to balancedly perform opportune actions that will 

make us happy and give us vitality for life on our path, rejecting self-compassion, melancholy and mental 

masochism.  

He is the Angel of Healthy Will.  

SOELE  

Angel of the Legions of Raphael whose Hebrew name is translated as “Interrogator.”  

When human beings vibrate in keeping with this Energy, it discards that we quickly judge apparently 

awkward and incompetent people or actions, avoiding in such a way that we hurry and harm others 

unjustly. Soele exorcises disagreements, unconsciousness and ignorance.  

He is the Angel of Healthy Intelligence, and is attracted with the scent of the heliotropium, purple and 

the gem called ruby.   

  

SOMAGOR  

The name of this Angel of the Legions of Raphael is translated from the Hebrew root SOMA- as “Lion 
Cub.”  

Its Virtue, duly convened, sets aside indecisiveness, faintheartedness, and timidity, and consequently, 

grants us braveness and the mood to challenge events that are difficult to solve. 

He is the Angel of Healthy Vigour which vibrates with dark vermillion and the scent of saffron.  

TAKADAK 

The name of this Energy, that belongs to the Legions of Raphael, is translated from Hebrew 

as “Precedent, Previous.”  



Convening this Angel is especially recommended to those people who practice Medicine and healing 

through dietetics (discipline that is about convenient feeding) and phototherapy (treating diseases with 

the effect of light).  

The Virtue of Takadak vibrates with the scent of cloves, the flavour of avocados, and with pistachio 

green.  

He is the Angel of Healthy Feeding. 

  

 TARAG  

One of the numerous Servant Angels of Raphael whose name comes from Hebrew and is translated 
as “Mark with yellow.”  

When its Virtue takes Communion with people, it makes them suitable for humanism, politics, 

government and leadership of the masses, providing them with charm, seduction, appeal and 
sympathy.  

He is the Angel of healthy and correct Politics, vibrating with black and musk perfume.  
  
TENET 
  
His name belongs to a word of the magic square “Sator,” and is an Angel that emanates from the 

Luminous Energy of Raphael. It seems this name comes from Latin and means “Keeps.” 
  
This Virtue is called on against, or to mitigate, inactivity, resistance to change, idleness, lack of stimuli 

or laziness. It vibrates with bright yellow and the perfume of cypress. 
  
He is the Angel of Healthy Activity.  
  
TSARAAT 
  
This Angel that emanates from Raphael is usually convened with the aim of healthily using our 

intelligence; as it is known that we use it many times to subjugate and tyrannize others, to restrict the 

liberty of those we think are weaker, or also to show off about our mental possibilities, what derives in 

egocentrism and unhealthy pride. 
  
His name is translated from Hebrew and means “A Plague, Leprosy.”  

He is the Angel of Healthy and Luminous Intelligence that irradiates calmness, trust and liberty.  

UPALA  

Name of an Angel whose translation is “For the Sign.” His Energy is one of the aspects of Angel 

Raphael.  

It grants those who get “near” him transcendent discoveries, signs that mark the Initiatic Path, 

interesting revelations that clearly show the way to the horizon we have planned for ourselves. Exorcises 

separation, lack of unity, delays and loneliness. 
  
He is the Angel of Intuition and vibrates with pastel colour.  
  
ZADIOEL 
  
Name of an Angel of the Legions of Raphael that means “Devises with his Hands the Man of God.”  
  
This Luminous Energy is usually convened to expel the insane actions the come from abuse of power, 

mental control that takes to attaching to sectarian leaders, and excessive dependency of groups or 

charismatic personalities. This Virtue vibrates with the perfume of mint mixed with lemon. 



  
He is also known as TZADIOEL and ZEDIOEL. 
  
He is the Angel of Healthy and Consistent Liberty that frees us from the chains of mental power that 

many people exert against weaker people. 



  

LEGIONS OF ANGEL URIEL 
  
According to the Book of Samahel (page 1312 of the original manuscript) they are also called “Servants 

of Uriel.” These are Energies of Illumination, Irradiation, and Ecstatic Ardour, which interact with human 

beings in material and spiritual aspects. 
  
These Energies, when they are inside the soul of the Walker, makes him Luminous, capable of creating 

a luminous Egregor that impregnates all his surroundings, and prepared to Understand the most hidden 

Symbols and to show them without crippling veils. They are sixty-two, as follows: 
  
ARIOS, ARERE, BAELI, DIQUAN, EFEHA, IGOGI, LOSANIT, ORASYM, SICOFET, ALMANAH, ACORIA, 

CENALIF, DEBAM, ERERA, IALDAH, MODAH, OPERA, SACAL, AALBEHA, ABLATI, CALLAH, DRIIDE, 

HELIOREM, IEDIDAH, MARE, QUEBIR, SARAH, AREHAIL, ALCUAS, COROQ, DILOQUAH, HALLAC, ISLIAC, 

MOLAS, RACIE, SALOM, AGOUPA, BEREB, CAILA, DJIN, HAFEON, LEIRU, MABED, RAIAH, TAAFAH, 

AQUORI, BETULAH, CATAN, EICAR, HIOLIA, LORAIL, OKORA, RAQUID, ZARIATNATMIX, AREPO, BRAISA, 

DODIM, ELEM, ICACI, LEMEL, ORAMARO, and RAIACA. 
  
  

TABLE of the LEGIONS of URIEL 

AALBEHA 
  

Luminous Egregor. 
Energy used to keep the Egregor in Consecrated places. 

ABLATI 
  

Ardent Tenacity. 
Energy used to manage the Mystic Power. 

ACORIA 
  

Luminous Peace. 
Attractor of just and positive circumstances in health, friendship, 

love, fortune and unexpected moments. 
AGOUPA 
  

Igneous Intelligence. 
Gives us knowledge and understanding of the human being. 

ALCUAS 
  

Luminous and Igneous Power. 
Convened exclusively by women, opens energetic sites that 

incarnate in them the feminine mystic principles. 
ALMANAH 
  

Luminous Friendship. 
Gives us the ability to “see” the friends that are appropriate for 

us on our Spiritual path. 
AQUORI 
  

Luminous Health. 
He is convened to be healthy, strong and beneficial in our body, 

soul and spirit, operating in such a way in our thoughts, speech 

and actions. 
AREHAIL 
  

Peaceful Luminosity. 
Gives tranquillity and peace to a magic-mystic event, exorcising 

sadness and pessimism. 
AREPO 
  

Luminous Braveness. 
It’s one of the words that make up the “Sator,” also making us 

brave in the face of injustice. 
ARERE 
  

Luminous Order. 
Protector for Walkers against those who interfere in the fluidity 

of the Luminous Energy they keep and channel. 
ARIOS 
  

Luminous Beauty. 
Grants beauty in gesture, the gift of dancing and of ritualized 

words, attracting all the Virtues that are nested in flowers and 

animals. 
BAELI 
  

Luminous Calmness. 
Grants us the necessary virtues to mediate in difficult events, 

giving us serenity and dialogue. 
BEREB 
  

Illuminated Patience. 
Gives integrity, calmness, approval and perseverance in 

apparently awful moments. 

 

 



BETULAH 
  

Luminous Sacrifice. 
Grants the ability to repair our own failures, making us bearers 

of Conscience, Love and Liberty, setting aside personal pride. 
BRAISA 
  

Irradiant Relief. 
Helps us to find those people able to “listen” to our problems, 

helping us and giving us mental calmness and consolation. 
CAILA Luminous Observation. 

Provides discipline in our spiritual work, abiding by our 

obligations, loyalty to our companions on the Path, and 

preciseness in our commitments. 
CALLAH 
  

Luminous Respect. 
Deep respect for our friends and acquaintances, avoiding for us 

any capricious thought about their couples. 
CATAN 
  

Irradiant Silence. 
Teaches us to know how to listen and give valid advice, and to 

be sparing with our words to speak with Knowledge. 
CENALIF 
  

Creative Imagination in Light. 
This Energy helps us visualize the Virtues so as to send them in 

the opportune directions to provide Light, and is used with this 

purpose by the White Ladies. It is also one of the Arcana of the 

Tarot of the Ancient, being the symbol of IMAGINATION. 
COROQ 
  

Igneous Health. 
Energy convened to bless natural sites (caves, fountains, etc.) 

where such Energy is already present. After its convening, water 

is the Symbol of Life and Cleanliness. 
DEBAM 
  

Luminous Mastery. 
Mystically encourages the seekers of light through the Masters 

that Communicate without words, only with their attitude. 
DILOQUAH 
  

Luminous Virtue. 
Helps us to distinguish our True Path of Life, of Light, being able 

to abandon matter without causing us any trauma. It’s the 

Energy of hermits. 
DIQUAN 
  

Luminous Prudence. 
He allows us when convened to keep veiled the Holy and Sacred 

things with the virtue of Silence. 
DJIN 
  

Luminous Action. 
Under a very special state of Conscience, he allows us to 

dominate the fire element. 
DODIM 
  

Unconditional Love. 
Allows us to pay all our attention to all the aspects of Love that 

take us to Oneness. 
DRIIDE 
  

Conscience of the Path. 
Helps to be aware of the Energies in Holy places, providing us the 

necessary humility to pay attention to the contemplation of 

hidden material symbols. 
EFEHA 
  

Luminous Service. 
Protects and accompanies the Consecrated, making him an 

Irradiator thanks to his behaviour as a “guide” of Conscience. 
EICAR 
  

Luminous Happiness. 
Helps us stabilize the emotional disorders of others, offering relief 

and magnanimity. 
ELEM 
  

Conscience. 
Provides with Luminous Conscience, although we should be 

balanced when nearing it, because we could lose our “material 

anchor,” and suffer a dangerous spiritual unbalance. 
ERERA 
  

Luminous Power. 
It’s used together with other Virtues to protect a spiritual work 

from negative and ill-fated external energies, keeping it fluid and 

clean. 

 

 



HAFEON 
  

Luminous Victory. 
Its mantram attracts victory in terrestrial trials, acquiring Wisdom 

and Mastery. He forms part of the 36 Arcana of the Tarot of the 

Ancient, being the symbol of the MASK. 
HALLAC 
  

Ardent Action. 
Convened to keep the Luminous Doors open and clear during one 

year, providing encouragement and tenacity. 
HELIOREN 
  

Luminous Tranquillity. 
Blesses and cleans the dense energies in natural places were 

mystic rituals take place. 
HIOLIA 
  

Luminous Originality. 
Who has this energy in his interior is gifted with a charismatic 

personality, a person who provides comfort and well-being to his 

loved ones. 
IALDAH 
  

Luminous and Irradiant Love. 
Makes us happy and spontaneous in Spiritual Love. 

ICACI 
  

Irradiant Happiness. 
Attracts a plentiful and happy life, for us and others, and also 

good friendships. He helps in traumatic separations. 
IGOGI 
  

Irradiant Life. 
This Virtue helps restore areas of the planet that have been 

devastated by natural or human disasters. 
IEDIDAH 
  

Luminous Remorse. 
Grants the ability to accept our failures, to solve them and forgive 

ourselves, without repeating them. 
ISLIAC 
  

Igneous Progress. 
Awakes in our interior the virtues of Service, Action and Functions 

of mystic kind. 
LEIRU 
  

Luminous Friendship. 
Attracts for us the affection and sympathy of the people that 

surround us, as we are able on our own to irradiate love, esteem 

and devotion for others and their needs. 
LEMEL 
  

Intuition Luminously Correct. 
He allows us to understand the external symbols and “signs” that 

help us walk on the path of our karma and allow its correction. 
LORAIL 
  

Irradiant Patience. 
Illuminates our mind in the face of problems, provides happiness, 

calmness and peace, soothing our negative thoughts. 
LOSANIT 
  

Luminous Sensibility. 
In a particular ritual, its mantram helps us take part in any abuse 

of power, both religious and political, stopping the insensibility 

that sometimes characterizes human beings in the face of these 

outrages. 
MABED 
  

Luminous Communication. 
Helps to isolate mystically the dark energies from the Luminous 

energies. 
MARE 
  

Luminous Beauty. 
He allows bringing to our interior a beatific attitude of 

Understanding of matter, which is reflected in our body and face, 

irradiating this virtue to the exterior unconsciously. 
MODAH 
  

Luminous Faith. 
He gives a strong Faith even in the darkest nights of the soul. 

MOLAS 
  

Luminous Activity. 
Awakens in our interior the capacity of enjoying all the happy 

moments that we find in our existence. 
OKORA 
  

Luminous Post. 
This Virtue helps us transform ourselves into human Pillars for 

others, providing our abilities in the Spiritual and Mystic Paths. It 

also forms part of the Tarot of the Ancient, being the Arcane XXX, 

representing the Energy of TRANSCENDENCE. 

 



OPERA 
  

Luminous Harmony. 
Being also one of the mysterious words that make up the acrostic 

“Sator,” it provides us the ability to separate everything that is 

caustic from ideas and situations, so as to advance without 

setbacks. 
ORAMARO 
  

Material Inheritance attracted with Light. 
A specific ritual is made that helps us recover legally all what 

materially belongs to us by inheritance. 
ORASYM 
  

Luminous Generosity. 
This virtue makes us compassionate, respectful and with a high 

morality, giving our help to others according to our possibilities. 
QEBHIR 
QEBIR 
  

Luminous Deeds. 
He helps us to be Conscious of the true way of behaving in the 

face of an event, setting aside half-heartedness, making us 

strong and brave so as to not turn off our true path. 
RACIE 
  

Luminous Dialogue. 
Its mantram reliefs us and gives us support when we lose a loved 

one, helping us to set aside the feeling of guilt for all that could 

have been left “unresolved,” and to take advantage of this 

learning to bend over backwards for those who remain with us. 
RAIAH 
  

Luminous Will. 
Awakens in us the Faith in our divine ability, and by uniting 

imagination, silence and will, makes us able to “create” in our 

lives. It’s the Arcane XXXII of the Tarot of the Ancient, being the 

Energy of WILL. 
RAIACA 
  

Poetic Infatuation. 
He allows to awaken our ability to “fall in love” with all the beauty 

that surrounds us both materially and spiritually, and to discover 

the divine spark that is nested in every human being on its way 

to Oneness. 
RAQUID 
  

Material Prosperity. 
Grants wealth and material prosperity, setting aside any scarcity. 

SACAL 
SAQAL 
  

Luminous Teaching. 
Awakens our ability of exquisite expression, also granting 

memory and efficiency to interpret metaphysical data. 
SALOM 
  

Irradiant Peace. 
Makes us peaceful, humble and empathetic with the happiness of 

others. He is also convened to exorcise in places or situations, 

war, repression and tyranny. 
SARAH 
  

Luminous Politics. 
Awakens in who convenes it, the ability to transmit appeasement 

and dialogue in groups or individuals, converging in a situation of 

Clarity and Justice. 
SICOFET 
  

Irradiant Aperture. 
The Order of Uriel uses this Energy to keep the Energetic Doors 

open for the Universal Energy to flow for the benefit of everyone. 
TAAFAH 
  
  

Luminous Collaboration. 
Grants us an ability of spiritual active collaboration in groups and 

associations, living our material part at the same time. 
ZARIATNATMIX 
  

Virtue of Colour and Shape. 
Grants the White Ladies the gift of the arts, awakening the virtues 

of singing, music, painting, and poetry, giving shape and colour 

to what surrounds them. 
  
   
AALBEHA 
  
Angel emanated by Uriel. Its Virtue is used in a very special ritual performed by the White Ladies with 

the aim of creating energetically the Intelligent Energies called Oirims, which will keep intact the 

Consecrated places, such as temples, constructions or different mystic enclaves that they protect or 

restore energetically. He is the Angel of the Luminous Egregor. 
  



  
ABLATI 
  
One of the sixty-two Servants of Uriel whose name comes from Latin and means “Action of 

Taking, Dragging.” 
  
According to the Book of the South, he is the radiant Energy that is convened to direct to a main 

objective, the Mystic Power that they model complying with the Pyramid of Effect. He is the Angel of 

Ardent Tenacity, who is represented as a celestial blue belt (*). 
  
*NOTE= These symbols of representation shouldn’t be used in the rituals we describe.  
  
ACORIA 
  
Name of one of the Legions of Uriel whose Hebrew etymology means “Occasion, Opportunity,” being 

called on with the aim of attracting positive circumstances to behave with justice, calmness and peace 

in case of unforeseen or unjust events. 
  
He is also convened to bring about advantageous situations related with health, friendship, love and 

fortune. He is the Angel of Luminous Peace.  
  
AGOUPA 
  
This name comes from the Latin root that means “Nut.” This Angel is convened in rituals with the aim, 

when we awaken it in our soul, of obtaining knowledge and understanding of the attitudes of human 

beings (positive and negative), so as to encourage the positive ones and appease the negative ones. 
  
Agoupa rules the intellect or rational cognitive power of the human soul, the clear vision of things, 

memory and the art of correct speech. He is the Angel of Igneous Intelligence, which is emanated by 

Uriel.  
  
ALCUAS 
  
One of the many Servants of Angel Uriel whose Hebrew root means “Suck up, Lick.” 
  
Its name, correctly used in the corresponding ritual and prayer, makes the “woman Walker” (as he can 

only be convened by women) open all the energetic sites with the purpose of surrounding her with the 

Luminous Energy of Alcuas, and incarnate mystically the Feminine Principle, Intuition, Mother Earth, and 

the explosion of Nature. He is the Angel of Luminous and Igneous Power. 
  
ALMANAH 
  
Name of one of the Angels that make up the Legions of Uriel. Its translation from Hebrew is “One 

Virgin.” 
  
When he is brought to our interior, he teaches us how to see with the eyes of the heart the human 

friendships that are appropriate for us to walk along the paths of Spirituality, and who are deceitful 

companions who only want “prominence” to feed their egos. 

  
He is the Angel of Luminous Friendship.  
  
AQUORI 
  
The name of this Servant Energy of Uriel comes from Latin and means “Collect Water,” and he is called 

on to attain a healthy body, a vigorous soul and have a beneficial spirit in thoughts, speech and action. 

He is represented as an image of a palm tree. 
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Health. 
  
  
 

 

 



AREHAIL 
  
This Energy is convened with the aim of adding to a magic-mystic event, tranquillity, peace, equilibrium, 

moderation, happiness, and joy. In this sense, it exorcises sadness, grief, quarrels, pessimism, and 

boredom. 
  
Its name comes from Hebrew and is translated to English as “Stay in.” He is the Angel of Peaceful 

Luminosity, and is represented as a cloak of snow-white silk.  
  
AREPO 
  
Apart from the fact that it’s one of the five mysterious words of the acrostic or magic square “Sator,” 

according to the Book of Samahel it’s the name of one of the “Servant” Angels of Uriel, one of his 

Luminous Emanations. 
  
Its etymology comes from Latin and is translated as “Slow Movement.” When his light is brought to 

the interior of the Walker, it makes him brave in the face of unjust causes, acting as a stronghold of logic 

reason, abiding by the law, and loyal to just causes. He is the Angel of Luminous Braveness.  
  
ARERE 
  
The name of this Servant Energy of Uriel comes from Hebrew and is translated as “To Curse,” being 

used as a mantram in certain rituals, as a protector against those people who try to interfere with 

trickery, bad thoughts or speech, the free fluidity of the Luminous Energy, that is directed to the places 

where it’s needed. 
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Order, which is represented as a tirso. 
   
ARIOS 
  
One of the sixty-two Servants of Uriel whose Hebrew root means “Hero” or also “Lion.” 
  
According to the Book of the South (inserted in the unpublished part of the A.D.A.M.A. Diary), it’s the 

Energy that grants the beauty of gesture, the gift of dancing, of ritualized speech, and everything related 

with the rituals of nature and attracting the Virtues that are nested in flowers and animals. He is the 

Angel of Luminous Beauty, which is represented as a flowering elder tree.  
  
BAELI 
  
Name of a Messenger whose translation from Hebrew is “That Possesses,” and whose Energy is one 

of the Aspects of Angel Uriel. 
  
When he touches our heart with his ardent breath, he makes us patiently active, calmly responsible and 

adequate to mediate in events that are apparently conflicting or irreconcilable, providing serenity and 

dialogue. 
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Calmness.  
  
BEREB 
  
One of the sixty-two Servants of Uriel whose Hebrew root means “Insert.” 
  
According to the text and prayer referenced that mention this Virtue, it’s the Energy that grants integrity 

in the face of adversities, calmness to attain mastery before the obstacles that life has for us, consent 

when we think that everything is adverse to our incipient thoughts, and perseverance to follow with 

honesty the path that destiny has plotted for us and that we have accepted. 
  
He is the Angel of Illuminated Patience. 
  
  
 

 

 



BETULAH 
  
Name of one of the “Luminous Servants” of Angel Uriel. Its name is Hebrew and can be translated as “An 

Eternal Virgin.” 
  
When the Energy of Betulah is brought into the interior of the Walker, it attains that he sacrifices his 

pride in the name of Conscience, Love, and Liberty, transforming him into Love for his fellowmen. It also 

grants the virtue of knowing how to repair one’s own errors and the gift of conferring Liberty to all who 

surround him. 
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Sacrifice.  
  
BRAISA 
  
One of the many Servants of Angel Uriel whose name appears in the corresponding list of the Book of 

Samahel. Its name comes from Hebrew and is translated as “Healthy Straightening.” 
  
When this igneous Virtue is found in the human soul, it grants us the relief of finding people that will 

listen to our difficulties, help with our worries, mental peace and consolation in adverse events. 
  
He is the Angel of the Irradiant Relief.  
  
CAILA 
  
This curious Energy is convened to attract the necessary Discipline to help us abide by the rules of the 

sacred or mystic texts, Achievement of our obligations accepted with Liberty, Loyalty to our companions 

of the Path, Preciseness when we have to know how to do things, and in personal and ceremonial 

agreements that these texts detail. 
  
Its name comes from Hebrew and is translated to English as “For Measure” or “For Surveying.” 
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Observation and is represented as a pomegranate tree.    
  
CALLAH 
  
He is one of the many Aspects of Angel Uriel. Its name is translated from Hebrew as “A Married 

Woman,” or more precisely, “A Bride.” 
  
When this Messenger touches with its ardour the heart or soul of human beings, it makes them feel a 

deep respect for friends and the people they generally know, watching over the honesty of their couples 

without falling in capricious thoughts about them. 
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Respect.  
  
CATAN 
  
This name comes from Hebrew and means “Small.” He is one of the many Servant Angels of Uriel, and 

is convened to learn how to listen before speaking, so as to understand what is pronounced and be able 

to give good advice or appropriate solutions, with moderation instead of using much palaver that means 

little and confuses. This Energy makes us able to get straight to the point instead of decorating our 

thoughts. 
  
He is the Angel of Irradiant Silence, and is represented as a closed red rose put in the centre of a 

meeting.  
  
CENALIF 
  
One of the sixty-two Servants of Uriel, and according to the "Book of the South," he is the Energy that 

grants the Creative Imagination to be able to visualize the Virtues in the directions in which they are 

needed. 
  
Without this mental ritual visualization, many of the numerous Igneous Energies could not be sent to 

the indispensable places, where they should act luminously. He is the Angel of Imagination Creating in 



the Light, and also the representative of CREATIVE IMAGINATION in the Arcana of the Ancient, being 

the Arcane number XXXI.  
  
COROQ 
  
Name of one of the numerous Virtues that emanate from Uriel whose Hebrew root is translated 

as “Events, Actions.” 
  
This Energy of the Mystic South is convened with the aim of blessing caves or underground places where 

water flows; this means, places where the energy that produces this symbiosis is present. After these 

blessings, water is transformed into the gift of Life and the symbol of Cleanliness. 
  
He is the Angel of Igneous Health.  
  
DEBAM 
  
One of the numerous Energetic Aspects of Angel Uriel whose translation means “Influential 

People.” He is the Mystic Leader of those who search for the Light through the exemplary experiences 

of the masters that irradiate it without speech, only by their actions and behaviour.  
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Mastery.  
  
DILOQUAH 
  
Luminous and Irradiant Energy at the Service of man whose name means “Pursue passionately.” 
  
If he is in our interior, he shows us the paths that will take us to act luminously in the terrestrial life that 

we have to live. Diloquah makes the Initiate have only one path: to seek the interior Light and abandon 

materiality, due to which he is considered the Angel of hermits and of human beings that practice the 

maximum “nudity” due to their own will.  
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Virtue.  
  
DIQUAN 
  
Energy under the auspices of Uriel whose name means “Pale Tissue, Gauze.” Its name indicates that 

we should hide the Holy and Sacred things under the veils of Silence. 
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Prudence.  
  
DJIN 
  
Arab Angelic Name that means “Genius.” Its Energy groups all the Igneous aspects that can be found 

in the material world. 
  
Its Virtue is also one of the aspects of Uriel, precisely that one, which in certain states of consciousness, 

makes us able to dominate the fire element in all its splendour, being said that he impregnates the 

Energy of rocks, whose reflection is produced by heat.  
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Action.  
  
DODIM 
  
Angel whose Hebrew name means “My Loves.” When he is brought to the human interior, he makes us 

pay ardent attention to any manifestation of the aspects of the great Love, that impregnate all the actions 

done on behalf of this unbeatable Universal Energy that takes to Oneness. 
  
He is the Angel of Unconditional Love. 

 

 

 
  
  



DRIIDE 
  
Luminous and Igneous Angel whose name means “Staggered.” Driide keeps us alert about the Energies 

that every Sacred place holds, making us see that to reach a High and Holy objective, we must go down 

in the scale of pride until we are worthy of the High by cause of humility, because if it’s not this way, the 

Guarding Energies won’t let us access to the contemplation of the hidden material symbols. 
  
He is the Angel of the Conscience of the Path we have plotted to attain the results of our destiny.  
  
EFEHA 
  
The Hebrew name of this Angel is translated as “Passionate.” He is an Ardent and Luminous Energy of 

the Mystic South. He is the Protector and Companion of the Consecrated, who feels spellbound by his 

condition and commitment, as he is the source of Irradiant Light and a lighthouse to guide the committed 

Walkers with his behaviour. 
  
This Angel, also called “Torch of Uriel,” should be the main principle of all of those that consider 

themselves guides or “channelers” of conscience.  
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Service.  
  
EICAR 
  
This Hebrew name means “Palace, Mansion, or Sanctuary.” 
  
Eicar is one of the Servants that emanates from Uriel, and when we bring him to our soul, he enriches 

us with luminous nuances, and makes us magnanimous in words of consolation, and holy (innocent) in 

our actions for others. 
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Happiness, with whom we can alleviate every taint and emotional disorder 

in those who surround us.  
  
ELEM 
  
Angelic Hebrew name that means “A Widow” and that is one of the multiple Energetic aspects of Angel 

Uriel. If we are able to “trap” this Energy in our interior, it will make us seed our spirit in such a way that 

it will be widowed from our material nature. Because of this, it’s dangerous to near this Angel without a 

balanced protection, as it could make us lose all interest in our body, which would mean a very serious 

spiritual unbalance. 
  
He is the Angel of Conscience.  
  
ERERA 
  
One of the Servants of Uriel that is used by the White Ladies, together with Angel ARERE, as a protector 

against those people who want to interfere with ill-fated low energies, the free fluidity of the Luminous 

Energies that they safeguard and direct to the places where they are needed. 
  
Its name is translated from Hebrew as “Curse.” 
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Strength, and is represented as a white veil that hides the mouth.  
  
HAFEON 
  
One of the many Servants of Angel Uriel whose name comes from Hebrew and means “Lift the Age.” 
  
Its sound, used as a mantram, attracts victory in the trials of this terrestrial life, control over matter, 

superiority over the elements, advantage over lies and the ego, success in malignant opposition, and 

conquest of Wisdom and Mastery.  
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Victory, and is represented as an olive tree. He is also the Energetic 

representative of the MASK, in the Arcana of the Tarot of the Ancient, as number XXIII. 
  



  
HALLAC 
  
This name comes from the Hebrew root HALLA- and means “Praise, Extol, Glorify.” 
  
The members of the Order of Uriel convene ritualistically the name of this Virtue, together with others, 

so as to keep the Luminous Doors open and clear during 365 days. Hallac has in its Luminous power the 

virtue of providing courage and tenacity to the souls of the White Ladies.  
  
He is the Angel of Ardent Action.  
  
HELIOREN 
  
The name of this Servant Energy of Uriel comes from Hebrew and is translated as “Deify, Glorify.” 
  
It’s used, as a mantram, in a majestic ritual with the purpose of blessing and cleaning from dense 

energies those outdoor sites where the Order of Uriel celebrates its mystic encounters, being one of them 

the Mystic Necropolis.  
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Tranquillity.  
  
HIOLIA 
  
One of the many Servants of Angel Uriel, whose name comes from Hebrew and is translated 

as “Primitive, Original.” 
  
Its Luminous Energy makes those touched by it have a very singular personality, unconventional and 

special in their expression. Revolutionary in their actions and brilliant in their thoughts, which soon 

crystallize for the benefit and comfort of those who surround them. 
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Originality.  
  
IALDAH 
  
Name of one of the Luminous “Servants” of Angel Uriel. Its root is translated to English as “A Girl.” 
  
When he is brought to the interior of the Walker, he makes him happy, spontaneous, attractive and 

sincere in the Spiritual, as opposed to material, Love. 
  
He is the Angel of the Luminous and Irradiant Love.  
  
ICACI 
  
The Name of this Servant Energy of Uriel comes from Hebrew and means “Ignite.” 
  
Its Virtue is convened with the luminous purpose of attracting a life full of positive emotions, happiness 

and enthusiastic deeds, not only for us, but also to irradiate it over others. Icaci also helps us to establish 

and keep clean and kind-hearted friendships, and grants positive motivations with which to exorcise 

traumatic separations. 
  
He is the Angel of Irradiant Happiness.  
  
IGOGI 
  
This Energy is convened with the aim of restoring areas of the planet that have been devastated by 

droughts, fires, floods, or other calamities caused by man. Its name comes from Hebrew and is translated 

to English as “Upset, Sadden, Afflict.” 
  
The rituals in which this beneficial Energy appears can be found both in the Book of Serpitas and the 

Book of the South, with a very special prayer in the Book of Memories. 
  
He is the Angel of Irradiant Life. 
  



  
IEDIDAH 
  
One of the Aspects of Angel Uriel. Its name is translated from Hebrew as “Subject of Love.” 
  
When this Messenger touches the human soul with its fire, he makes us aware of our failures, and we 

heartedly feel sorry, solving them and never falling again in the same errors. It’s a Virtue of confession, 

who we should heartedly call on to be able to forgive ourselves. 
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Remorse.  
  
ISLIAC 
  
Name of one of the Legions of Uriel, whose Hebrew etymology means “Substance, Being” and that is 

convened to attract the virtues of Service, Action, sanctified Missions, mystic Functions, respectful 

actions and luminous destinies. 
  
He is the Angel of Igneous Progress, and is symbolically represented as a silver tiara that simulates leafs, 

flowers or fruits.  
  
LEIRU 
  
Name of one of the Legions of Uriel whose Hebrew etymology means “Within sight of 

everyone.” Curiously, the name of this Energy is “Uriel” reversed. 
  
Leiru is called on to attract the affection of people who surround us, always that we irradiate love, 

esteem, and devotion with relation to their concerns and actions, an alliance with their souls, sympathy 

and protection over their estate, family and friends. 
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Friendship.  
  
LEMEL 
  
He is one of the Aspects of Angel Uriel and his name is translated from Hebrew to English as “Until 

Fullness” or “Fullness.” 
  
When this Messenger touches the interior of a human being, he explodes in the understanding of all the 

symbols and external “signs” with Consciousness and without fanaticism, symbols that will lead him to 

Walk on the correct paths that will reassert him in correcting his karma. He is the Angel of the Intuition 

Luminously correct.  
  
LORAIL 
  
Name of one of the Legions of Uriel whose Hebrew etymology means “He is seen.” 
  
We also point out that the numeric value of the name is 267, the same as the words “select, consecrated 

and initiate.” 
  
This Energy is convened to attract the virtues of mental illumination against difficulties, the happiness 

that sets aside sorrow, the calmness that softens negative or pessimistic thoughts, and the tranquillity 

of peace of mind. 
  
He is the Angel of Irradiant Patience.  
  
LOSANIT 
  
One of the many Servants of Angel Uriel whose name comes from Hebrew and means “You don’t kick 

up a racket.” 
  
Applied as a mantram, within his respective convening ritual, sets aside human insensitivity towards 

terrorist attacks, abuse of religious or political power, and any type of subjugation or abuse. 
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Sensibility. 



MABED 
  
This name comes from Hebrew and means “Isolator.” Mabed is used in rituals to mystically isolate the 

dark energy from the Luminous and Pure energy, to confine darkness to where it will not hinder the Good 

Deed, and to separate what is useless from what is useful for the One Light, so as to lead that Light to 

all the places where it’s needed. 
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Communication.  
  
MARE 
  
Name of one of the Legions of Angel Uriel, and as the Book of Samahel indicates, one of the Luminous 

Servants that emanate from him. Its name comes from Latin and means “Sea.” 
  
When his breath floods the soul, he allows us to have with others the beatific attitude of who Understands 

the mysteries of matter, soul and spirit. This same Wisdom is reflected on our face, eyes, expression 

and gestures; details that operate by irradiation to the exterior “embellishing” speech and silences.  
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Beauty.  
  
MODAH 
  
Name of a Messenger whose translation from Hebrew is “Adorned for the Wedding.” Its Energy is one 

of the Aspects of Angel Uriel. 
  
When he lovingly touches the mind or the soul, he gives us an unbeatable faith, even in the worst 

moments or “dark nights” that every Walker suffers along his Path.  
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Faith.  
  
MOLAS 
  
Name of one of the Legions of Angel Uriel, and as is described in the Book of the 2000 pages, one of the 

Luminous Servants that emanate from him. Its etymology comes from Latin and means “Become 

Agitated quickly.” 
  
When his ardent breath floods our soul, it transforms us into people that take advantage of all the 

wonders and good moments that existence has for us, finishing it off till the end with love, happiness 

and comradeship. As an adage says: “When we die we will not be asked how good or bad we have been, 

but how happy we could’ve been and we didn’t want to be.” 
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Activity.  
  
OKORA 
  
This name comes from the Hebrew root that means “Base, Fundamentals.” 
  
The human beings that are touched in the soul or the mind by this Virtue, transform themselves into 

support for the needy, base of the best Mystic and Spiritual Constructions, beginning of the Luminous 

Revolutions and source of the Paths of Justice and Conscience.  

  
He is the Angel of the luminous Post incarnated on Earth, which is represented as an acacia. He also 

represents TRANSCENDENCE, in the Arcana of the Tarot of the Ancient, being the Arcane number XXX.  
  
OPERA 
  
One of the mysterious names that appear in the acrostic “Sator,” and according to the Book of the 2000 

pages, name of one of the Messengers of the Luminous Legions of Angel Uriel. Its name comes from 

Latin and means “Creation, Action.” 
  
When his Luminous irradiation is brought to the interior of the Walker, it makes him organize any caustic 

idea, or any caustic situation, with the aim of separating what interests us to continue on the path we 

have plotted, without setbacks or falling repeatedly. 



  
He is the Angel of Luminous Harmony.  
  
ORAMARO 
  
This name comes from joining two Hebrew roots and its translation is “Sour Brilliance.” 
  
It’s one of the Virtues emanated by Angel Uriel who is convened using its name as a mantram (lighting 

a golden colour candle, and doing the detailed ritual) to legally recover estates, rights, usufructs or 

benefits that belong to us by inheritance, and that have been denied to us or misappropriated by others 

to whom doesn’t correspond their use. 
  
He is the Angel of material inheritance attracted with Light.  
  
ORASYM 
  
If our soul is devoted to helping others, to caring for the environment, to luminous morality, to perfection 

against corruption, to regenerating everything that is destroyed, and to compassion for the 

underprivileged, it’s because the Virtue of Orasym is nested in us. Its name comes from Hebrew and 

means “Impoverished.” 
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Generosity and is represented as a crystal glass upside down.  
  
QEBHIR 
  
One of the Energies emanated from Angel Uriel that is also called QEBIR.  
  
QEBIR 
  
Also called QEBHIR. Name of one the Angels that make up the Legions of Uriel and whose Hebrew 

translation is “One Protector.” 
  
When this Energy makes us Conscience we see the correct way of acting – without half-measures, with 

strong decisions – to carry out what in our unconscious we know we must do. 
  
This Virtue grants us braveness and strength against those who try, with tricks, promises and kind words 

(but deceitful), to set us aside from the final destiny of our existence. 
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Deeds.  
  
RACIE 
  
The name of this Servant Angel of Uriel comes from Hebrew and is translated 

as “Authorized, Prepared.” 
  
That is why it’s in our favour to convene Racie as a mantram in the moments of sadness, when we have 

lost a loved one and despair is nested in our soul. In such difficult moments, we wrongly insist in 

reproaching ourselves about what we should have done or said to the person that has passed away. This 

idea must be rejected or it will cause us a depression: we must know how to forgive ourselves, and why 

not, from that moment on, we should express beautiful words and generous actions to the people that 

are still by our side.  
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Dialogue.  
  
RAIAH 
  
Name of one of the numerous Virtues that emanate from Uriel whose translation is “Mirror of Him.” 
  
This Energy of the Mystic South grants our soul, when we open it, faith in our divine possibilities to create 

the “Form”, will to carry it out coherently, imagination to see the cases already solved or created, and 

the certainty that everything that belongs to us will be fulfilled. 
  



He is the Angel of Luminous Will. He is also one of the Arcana of the Tarot of the Ancient; the Energy of 

WILL.  
  
RAIACA 
  
One of the sixty-two Servants of the Legions of Angel Uriel whose name comes from joining two Hebrew 

roots that mean “Hits the Vision.” 
  
When this Virtue is present in a human being, it makes him fall in love with the arts, with colour, 

Spirituality, the aesthetics of shapes, the perspective of landscapes, the lights and shadows in their 

contrast in nature, and with the human being as a divine spark that one day will tend to Unite with 

Oneness. 
  
He is the Angel of poetic natural Infatuation, which is represented as a Moebius ring.  
  
RAQUID 
  
Name of one of the numerous Virtues that emanate from Uriel, whose Hebrew etymology is translated 

as “Observe the Loss.” 
  
This Energy of the Mystic South is convened with the aim of exorcising the decline, damage, ruin, 

scarcity, debts and misfortune in all material aspects. And so, he grants wealth, financial recovery and 

labour performance. 
  
He is the Angel of the material balanced profits and of economic restoration.  
  
SACAL 
  
Also called Saqal. Name of a Messenger whose Hebrew translation means “A Wise Person.” Its Energy 

is one of the Aspects of Angel Uriel. 
  
When he touches our heart with his fire he gives us exquisite manners and speech. 
  
He improves memory and helps those who do research in metaphysical sciences, in their precise and 

efficient interpretations. Sacal (of course) grants his teaching to those who Listen to him. As referenced 

by his name, he is the Angel of Luminous Teaching.  
  
SAQAL 
  
Name of one of the “Servant” Angels of Uriel. Also called SACAL.  
  
SALOM 
  
Salom, according to the Book of the 2000 pages, is the name of a Messenger whose translation 

is “Peace.” His Energy is one of the Aspects of Angel Uriel. 
  
When we are able to bring this Virtue to our interior, it makes us – of course – peaceful, humble and 

eager for others to be lucky and happy. He can be convened in occasions and places where war, 

repression, tyranny, or slavery should be exorcised. 
  
As further information, we will say that the term Shalom is a Hebrew colloquial expression that means 

Peace. In this sense, Salam-Aleikum (in Arab) means “Peace be with you.”  
  
As referenced by his name, he is the Angel of Irradiant Peace.  
  
SARAH 
  
Name of one of the Luminous and Igneous Virtues that emanate from Angel Uriel. 
  
Its name comes from Hebrew and is translated as “Of high Authority, Powerful.” 
  



When we bring him to our interior or take communion with him ritually, he grants us appeasement 

against the adversities of groups or individuals, the special gift of transmitting tranquillity and dialogue 

to the masses, and wisdom to convince with Clarity and Justice all those who ask us for advice. 
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Politics.  
  
SICOFET 
  
This name comes from the Hebrew root that means “Lintel.” Used ritually, together with other Virtues, 

with the luminous purpose of keeping open the “Energetic Doors” that open once a year (on a special 

date), so as to let the Universal Energy flow for every being to benefit from it. 
  
He is the Angel of Irradiant Aperture.  
  
TAAFAH 
  
Name of one of the “Luminous Servants” of Angel Uriel. This name is Hebrew and can be translated 

as “Put together, Connect.” 
  
When he is brought to the interior of the Walker, he makes him active in joint causes, a worker for 

achieving Spirituality without ceasing to live his material part, and a good group collaborator due to his 

personal energy, his projects and actions. 
  
He is the Angel of Luminous Collaboration.  
  
ZARIATNATMIX 
  
One of the Servants of Uriel, that according to the Book of the South, captivates the White Ladies during 

a luminous ritual transferring to them the artistic gifts that “embellish” all they can embrace, be it music, 

singing, sculpture, painting, or poetry. 
  
He is the Angel of colour and shape, able to turn into beautiful what was worn, deformed or 

disproportionate.  
  
Its name comes from two Hebrew roots that when joined mean “Mixed Seeding.” 

 

 

  

GLOSSARY AND TERMINOLOGY USED IN THIS BOOK 
  
  
A.D.A.M.A. DIARY 
  

 Compendium of experiences and mystic texts compiled in 1983 on the summit of the Valencia 

mountain called Puig Campana. Four incomplete editions of this Diary have been published in 

Spain and Latin America. (In Colombia, with the title “Mi Iniciación con los Ángeles.”) 
  
BOOK OF CRYSTAL 
  

 One of the 13 unpublished Books that are named in the A.D.A.M.A. Diary. 
  
BOOK OF MEMORIES 
  

 One of the 13 unpublished Books that are named in the A.D.A.M.A. Diary. 
  
BOOK OF SAMAHEL 
  

 Very famous text that has not been published yet (only 4 of its 19 chapters were published in 

1993-2000) and that was dictated by angelic energies in 1987 to four youngsters in Paiporta 

(Valencia, Spain). 
  
BOOK OF SERPITAS 
  



 One of the 13 unpublished Books that are named in the A.D.A.M.A. Diary. 
  
BOOK OF TAHARIEL 
  

 One of the 13 unpublished Books that are named in the A.D.A.M.A. Diary. 
  
BOOK OF THE 2000 PAGES 
  

 Name that the press gave to the Book of Samahel. 
  
BOOK OF THE SOUTH 
  

 One of the 13 unpublished Books that are named in the A.D.A.M.A. Diary. 
  
ENERGETIC DOOR 
  

 Universal Energies of any polarity which are convened and released ritually on the eve of 

November 1st, following precise guidelines. 
  
ENERGETIC SITES 
  

 According to the “Book of Tahariel,” Energies of diverse polarity and type that are situated or 

dwell in certain places naturally distributed, by means of egregors that have historically 

accumulated in all the planet, and that can be “awaken” or also “blinded” after following precise 

ritualistic guidelines. 
  
OIRIM 
  

 Hebrew etymology that is translated as “Watchers.” Energies that protect the mystic and magic 

enclaves. 
  
ORDER OF URIEL 
  

 One of the seven modalities of spiritual work that are proposed in the A.D.A.M.A. Diary and that 

can only be done by women. 
  
SACRED MYSTIC 
  

 Work that is a complement of Operative Mystic. Its function is to Illuminate matter until it gives 

it a luminous sense or it leads us to Understanding the “Light.” Its symbol is a golden chalice 

upside down. Historically, it has been called Wisdom or Inducer of the Path; Philosophy or 

Religiosity. 
  
WHITE LADIES 
  

 Name which is given to the members of the Order of Uriel. 
 


